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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.V '

2 NUCLEAR EEGULATORY COMESSION
l

7.
3 _-____ __ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _x

i s

4 In the matter of :

5 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : Docke t No. 50-289
*

a (Bestart)
6 (Three Mile Island Unit 1) s

I

?* 7 ---------------a

8
25 North Court Street,

9 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

10 Friday, Cetober 17, 1980

11 Evidentiary hea ring in the above-entitled

12 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:06 a.m.,

13 BEFORE:
In
D 14 IVAN W. SEITH, Esq., Chairman,

Atomic Saf ety and Licensing Boa rd
15

03. WALTEE H. JORDAN, Member
16

PR. LINDA W. LITT L E ,- Member
17

Also present on behalf of the Boards
18

LAWRENCE BEENNE?, Esq.,
19 Special Counsel to the Board

o 20 APPEARANCES:

21 On behalf of the Licensee, Metropolitan Edison
Company.

22
'EORGE F. TECWBRIDGE, Esq.

23 E3 NEST BLAKE, Esq.
DE3GR AH BER3STEI: , Esq.

24 Shaw, Pittman, Po tts and Trowbridge ,
1800 ' Street, N.W.,.

25 Washington, D. C.
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Cn behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvanias
2

KAPIN W. CARTER, Esq.
3 303ERT ADLER, e

Assistant Attorney General,
4 505 Executive House, ;

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania ;

5 WILLIAM DORN3IFE, i
* Nuclear Engineer

6

On behalf of Three dile Island A erts
7=

LABRY B. SELK0WITZ, Esq.,
8 IHEODORE A. ADLEB, Esq.,

Widoff, Reagar, Selkovitz & Adler,
9 P.O. Box 1547,

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
10

On behalf of the Seculatory Staffs
11

'

JAMES TOURTELLOTTE, Esq.
12 DANIEL SWANSON, Esq.

Office of Executive Legal Director,
13 United States Nuclear Pegulatory Commission,

Washington, D. C.{}
Petitioners for leave to intervene pro se:

. 15
STEVEN C. SHOLLY,

,

16 304 South F.arket Street,
Hechanicsville, Pennsylvania

17
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1 p 20CEEDINGS'

j

!

L 2 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Good morning, ladies and

3 gentlemen. It is time to proceed.

4 The Board has reviewed Mr. Shovlin's testimony on

5 the systea of priorities and we are not satisfied with thej.
i
! 6 record. We think it needs a lot of explanation. As a

7 matter of fact, it needs so much explanation that we think*

8 that we would like to have the entire record on the priority

9 s7 stem developed anew.

10 We can go to that record and we can draw out

! 11 quotes and citations to support both sides, and Mr. Shovlin

12 has been present. He has observed the confusion that we

13 have hade he has heard our questions, and if there is no
O
k/ 14. objection, and even if there is, the Board just wants a

15 neater, cleaner, more precise record on this issue.

16 I propose, Mr. Adler, th a t you start again and

|
l'7 develop on your cross exanination the system of priorities

18 with sharp distinctions between what was in effect then and

19 what is in effect now. 'Je realize that there is a shading

20 of what is used in practice cor. pared to the formal method,'

21 and all of these things should be developed, I believe, much
i*

| 22 more precisely.
!

23 MB. THECDCRE ADLE34 Mr. Chairman, we will of

| _ 24 -cou rse - do that, but we have to object for the record because
'

25 we are satisfied with the record that we have made with Mr.
.

'
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- () 1 Shovlin. So we will object to this request of the Board.-

2 Secondly, I don 't have Mr. Shov11n 's deposition

3 with me this morning. I did not expect that we would be

' questioning Mr. Shov11n, and I would like to get them before

5 I begin quastioning the witness.
4 -

6 CHAIRMAN SEITH: Would our copy be all right?

7 MR. ADLERs No. If they have a copy, I could use.

8 it.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Then of course you can use his

10 testimony of October 15 airo in your cross examination. But

11 in the first p!. ace, it is not organized in one place in that<

12 record, and it is not clear that he is always talking about'

I 13 the same considerations.

14 So just start anew on the system of priorities.
, ,

. 15 MR. THEODORE ADLER: If I could just have a few

16 minutes to look at this and the deposition.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH Sure.

18 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, this is Mr.

19 Tourtellotte over here.

20 '4hile he is lookino over his notes, I thought I-

21 would make a report to the Board. 'de are still trying to

.

22 contact Mr. McConnell. We have reached our own people and

23 have made then available either next Thursday or the

24 following week during a f ull day's hearing, Tuesday,

25 Wednesday or Thursday. . We have not reached Mr. McConnell.
,

/^'s

%/
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t( ) 1 We are trying to do that. As soon as we do that, hopefully

2 this morning, I will advise the Board as to what day he can

3 appear for emergency planning.

4 CHAIR!AN SMITH: That's fine, thank you.

| -

5 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, I wasi

.

8 wondering. I would like to suggest tha t since M r. Shovlin

7 is going to be recalled, has been scheduled to be recalled-

8 next week, that we do it at that time. I cannot assure the
,

|

| 9 Board that without my outline and without the materials I

10 used to prepare his testimony yesterday, that it is going to

11 be any more coherent and logical ba' sed upon the Board 's

12 needs today, and I would tsk, understanding the Board's

13 concerns, that they want a clear definition of the priority

14, system then and now , that I would ask the Board whether we

15 could do that when Mr. Shovlin is recalled next Wednesday..

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It would be very inefficient to

\t
17 do that, Mr. Adler. He is here. We are prepared, we are

j 18 attuned to the subject matter. If you prefer, we can

i

19 reverse the sequence, allow Mr. Blake to establish the

20 sequence, and you do it on cross examination, making sure-

21 that your viewpoint is represented. That might be easier.
'

22 Would that be satisf actory with you?
|

!
23 TR. BLAKE: I am desirous of having a clear record'

14 on the priority system so the Board understands it, and if

25 you want me to do the questioninc of Mr. Shovlin Cn the
l

' p
,
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() 1 priority system, I would be delighted'to.-

2 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, we will go with

3 what the Board originally intended, and if we feel there is

4 a need for additional clarification after we have reviewed
5 the record of today's proceedings, we would perhaps ask the

.

6 right to ssk additional questions of Mr. Shov11n next week.

| 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No problem. That is, of course,-

8 upon a showing of need and unanticipated problems. You

9 always have the right to request that.
|

| 10 Is this all rignt with you, sir?

| 11 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Yes.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Swanson.

!
! 13 MR. SWANSON: Yes, Mr. Chairmtn.

rm
s_) 14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All ri7ht, we will excuse Mr.

,

15 'Colit: for now. We hadn't completed examination of him. We

16 will interrupt that.

17 Well, let's think about that. Do you want to

18 complete the examination of Mr. Colitz before we do this?

19 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I would ask that we do. That

20 would give me some time to maybe prepare a better outline-

21 for Mr. Shovlin.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Let's complete the

23 testimony of Mr. Colitz. The cross examination had been

24 completed. You had interrupted on Voir Dire on the exhibit,

25 but you had not arrived a t your as on redirect on Colitz,

(~';'

V
i
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. c)(_ '1 not had Mr. Swanson had an opportunity to cross examine Mr.

2 Colitz.

3 MR. ElAKE: That is correct.
,

I

|
I would alert the Board that I anticipate going'

i

5 through all of the work requests, at least the components
,

!

| 6 identified on them, all of the work requests, and eliciting
|

!' T from Mr. Colitz his view of whether or not it involved
,

8 significant --

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS As your redirect?
|
l

i 10 MR. BLAKE Yes.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS How does that fit into the cross

12 examination ?

13 MR. BLAKE4 You mean how is it within the

14, examination by Mr. Selkowit:?

15 CHAIRMAN SPITH: Yes. It would be my view that

16 your redirect of Mr. Colitz this zorning wo ul-d be limited to

17 the cross examination by Mr. Selkowit yesterday, except for

18 the limited voir dire on the exhibit.

19 MRs ElAKE: I agree, Mr. Chairman. The voir dire

!

|- 20 I finished on the exhibit.

21 Mr. Selkowit: yesterday used Mr. Colit: to go
.

22 through all of the items, all of the systems, and in some

L 23 cases, most of the cases, the specific components which

24 ppear.on these work requests. They have been identified to

25 all of the parties. All I want to do now is go through each

O
\_/
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p)(_ of the components and specifically ask the Witness about his1'

2 viaw of whether or not they involved -- this maintenance

3 activity involved a work request on the com ponent , involves

4 has safety significance, nuclear safety significance. I--

5 think that is exactly the same. It is just another approach.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All righ t, then where are we?

7 MR. BLAKEs It is going to be quite a while, Mr.-

8 chairman. That is why I raised it now.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Then perhaps the better approach

to then is -to excuse Mr. Shov11n f or this morning.

11 'Jould it take the rest of this norning?

12 MR. BLAKE: I would anticipate it will. There are

13 almost a hundred work requests involved at this point that

r')(_/ 14,have been identified , and we can either delay and have Mr.
15 Shovlin today or we can ask -- I think we will not get to

16 Mr. Shovlin if we start through --

17 CHAI? mad SdITHs Ihat will give the parties then

18 the several days to prepare for the new testimony from Mr.

19 Shovlin on the priority system.

20 MR. BLAKE4 That is fine.-

21 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Selkowit:?

_
22 MR. SELK0WITZ: Mr. Chairman, not that I want to

23 give Mr. Adler, my colleague, more work to do this morning

24 than need be, but I must object very strenuously to what has

25 been proposed by Mr. Blake for several reasons, and if I .

'N
(V
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() '1 could, it may take a few moments, but I would like to state
,-

; 2 them because I think they are critical at this point in the
i

3
f

p ro ceeding . |

1
.

'

I 4 Ihis is our presentation of our direct case. I

1

|
5 called Mr. Colitz as my witness. Now, because he is a

j 6 " hostile witness" as the law would determine, I intended to
i-

7 ask him those questions as if he was on cross examination,-

j 8 but the real standard is that that was direct evidence.
I
! 9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Right.

10 MR. SELK0WITZ: And they are entitled to cross
j.

11 examine his on that direct evidence, period. That naans
1
;
i 12 they may rehabilitate things they feel need to be
!

i 13 rehabilitated, and other similar narrow functions of cross

() 14. examination , not direct, not additional direct, not
i

} . 15 redirect, not rebuttal. i. ,

,

l
i 16 What is being proposed here is all of those

i'
17 items. They are proposing now in the middle of our direct

i
! 18 case to put on their rebuttal case, and they intend to do

i 19 that by going through each of these components and asking
i

20 him to put on.new evidence as to his view as'their witnessj -

21 of the safety-relatedness of those itens, questions which: '
,

-

4
.

21 were not part of my direct examination of Mr. Colitz, were

23 - not part of it because-he is not the witness that TMIA4

i

i 24 called on that= point.

25- ' Secondly --
.

O-;

.
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|

| r
I ( 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Blake -- well, excuse me. Go-

2 ahead and make your point.i

!
,

3 MR. SELK0WITZa Thank you.

|

| 4 And I think this has ramifications that the Board
!

5 may want to pause to consider. We are going out of turn.

!~
-- 6 There has been much discussion about that, and I understand

7 the rationale for it. One of the key reasons for our going,-

8 out of turn and doing it in this f ashion was that the

9 Licensee has consictently argued, as late as their opening

10 statement in this proceeding, that they could not be

. 11 prepa ed to meet our cace because we had not given them
1

12 enough information. Now we find that before we have

13 actually identified as exhibits in this case and reviewed

| (O_) 14,them and offered them into evidence, they are about to give
|

| 15 their entire case as to whether these particular items that
|

16 we have in gross identified are supportive of our contention.

17 Now, that rings remarkably like what they are supposed to be

|
18 doing three months from now. But more importantly --

19 CHAI3 MAN SMITH: Then how are you prejudiced?

20 MR. SELKOWITZ: We are prejudiced in that up to! .

i

21 this point we have been forced to go first out of turn

| 22 berause their claim is they didn 't know what they had to
!

! 23 sa y , and now, not only before -- I mean, not only are they

24 ready to go, but we have not even off ered the evidence yet,

25 and now they are talling us, well, we could put Mr. Colitz

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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) 1 on today, we will go through the total number that we have'

|
2 identified, some of which we may not have offered, some of

3 which we would, and have him give their version of the case

4 as part of the cross examination of my case.

5 Quite frankly, sit and the Board Members, that is
,

6 supported by no rule of evidence that I am aware of.

.T CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you repeat that?~

8 MR. SELK0WITZt That is supported by no rule of

9 evidence of which I am aware that they are permitted in the
'

to middle of our case in cross examination to offer their case.
11 But very much more importantly --

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH Well, now, it is your view that
i

|

13 if you call their witness, their employee as on cross
r-
k_)x 14. examination as your witness and support your case in chief,

15 that they cannot have examination as on redirect at that

16 time?

| 17 ME. SELKCWITZ: Not at this time. They are

(
18 entitled to cross examine him. He is my witness. Cross

19 examination simply means the manner in which I am entitled

20 to examine him because he is considered to be an off side-

21 witness.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is correct. However, we

23 have traditionally -- and federal administrative proceedings |

24 of which I have been a party allowed direct examination,

25 cross examination, redirect exa mina tion , and even additional
3

'

;\v),

'
'

1

l
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) '1 cross examina tion, if the need, and more until the record is
,

2 totally --

3 MR. SELK0WITZs No question.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And we have almost no patience

5 wha tever for strategy, for tactics. We have one goal, and
,

6 tha is to have the most understandable, efficient record,

7 conplete record that we can have.*

8 MR. SELKCWITZ: No question. That is certainly in

9 any intervenor, or' party or Licensee's benefit, and we have

10 no quarrel with that.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: So how does the proposed redirect

12 examination -- I don't understand how you are prejrdiced in

13 the slightest. I don't understand ,that.

14, MR. SELK0WITZ: Well, le t's start that we have

15 been prejudiced because up to this point we have been told

18 that we had to go first, and everyone recognired that is out

IT of turn in the way contentions are nornally handled.

18 CHAI3 MAN SMITH: No t everyone has recognired

19 tha t. Ihe Board has not recognired that.

20 But let's go beyond that.-

21 MR. SELK0WITZ: Well, it is perhaps an
.

21 oversta temen t. We have certainly contended that all along.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes, many times.

24 MR. SELK0WITZ: And we would ask recognition of

25 tha t contention of ours. ,

'O
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() 1 CHAIEMAN SMITHS But you have not talked about'

,

2 prejudice.

3 MR. SELKOWITZ I am about to.

4 Had we been given more time, we perhaps could have
;

i 5 brought to bear on this the type of expertise and
,

6 independent source that we were unable to bring, and that is
,

7 specifically because the Licensee has been objecting that*

8 they didn't have enough information to go. Now we find that

9 before we even give any information, they are ready to go,
i

10 and I ob]ect to that wholeheartedly.
,

| 11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Well, now, take it to the next

12 point. How are you prejudiced?

13 ME. SELK0WITZ 3ecause, A, we have not been able
]
,

14. to complete our case; B, I have not moved anything into
4
'

- 15 evidence, so how in the world are they entitled to rebut it,

| 16 which is what is about to take place. That is prejudicial

17 to the formation of our cases. We are entitled to structure;

18 i t , in other words, our goals are to give you a conplete'

19 record on the contention, absolutely, there is no question

20 abous that. But what is about to happen is they are going*

21 to try to rebut 20 or.30 or 40 of 60 or 80. We have 1100

22 here. This was only a sample.

23 CHAIBMAN SMITH: They are not going to go into

\~ 24 work requests. We have ruled they cannot do that. They are

25 only coing to address the systems that were address in your

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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.(') as-on-cross examination.1

2 MR. SELK0WITZ: If th ey want to ask him whether he

3 meant what he said when he said System A operates in thisf
:

4 fashion or can lesd to this thing, I have no problem with

5 that. That is theirs.
.

6 ;HAIRMAN SMITH: Now, I think he may have plans to

7 go a little bit further than we may permit..

8 Excuse se.

9 I think that he may want to directly address at

10 this time the safety significance of those particular

11 systems thit you talked about and you have not gone into.

12 3R. SELX0WITZ: That is correct.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And we will hold his

() 14,as-on-redirect to the scope of your as-on-cross.
15 TR. SELK0WIIZ: Fine.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Does that satisfy you?

17 MR. SELKOWITZ: Hopefully.

18 CHAIRMAN SHITH: I am sorry I didn't make that

19 elear in the first instance.

20 1R. SELK0WITZ: I don't mind. It is still early..

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I thought I had.

~

22 I think we have discussed enough what we feel

23 should be the proper scope of your exasination now. If you

24 have arguments to the contrary, we do not intend to permit

25 you to have a redirect examination at this time exceeding

' ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
I

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASH!NGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345 '
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i

1 the scope of the cross examination by Mr. Selkovit=.i '

2 ;HAISMAN SMITHt Now, there are some other
.

3 problems which will pervade the haaring, and that is the

4 Board is not going to worry about whether your case in chief
|

5 or rebuttal, we are going to ask questions whatever we think

6 that the record has to be filled, and we should have a right

i
I to immediately address at the same place in the record anyi

-

8 question that is allowed to become a part of the record.

9 I mean, if the Board has asked a question about a

| 10 saf ety-related system during this, even though it is not a
:

11 part of your case, he has a right to :omplete the record at

12 tha t point, and we want it, and so it is together.

13 TE. SELK0WITZ I understand that. I would like

( 14. to perhaps make the boundaries of what is available for Mr.

15 Blake's examination more distinct by withdrawing my offer of

16 TMIA Exhibit 8 into evidence.
!

| 17 I withdraw it now, and I will offer,it when we

18 off er the other exhibits into evidence, which I think will

19 be a more appropriste time.

20 IHAIEHAN SMITHz Okay.i -

I

21 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, he may withdraw that

| 22 e xhibit, but the fact of the matter is all of the

23 questioning has already been done en it, so it is not going
|

24 to assist him.
;

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: He is not withdrawing the record.

| [~h
t_/,

|
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rx
() MR. BLAKE: It doesn't affect the amount of1

.

2 questioning he has done.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is correct. The record
,

4 remains as it is.

5 Y2. BLAKE4 Mr. Chairman, I do want, however, an
.

6 opportunity for the Board to understand what it was I plan

7 to do, and we may in fact come up against some limitations.-

8 .N o w , it was not rebuttal. I have an opportunity

9 later on to put on my affirmative case. It is no more than

record so that this Board can make a10 establishing rs

11 determination as to whether or not proposed exhibits are
,

12 going to be admissible under this contention, and now is the

13 time, when we have the witness up here, to do it. That is

(~)
(_/ 14, what I am going to attempt to do. I will try to stay within

15 the Board's request. I will try to do it so that we will .

18 recognize when we get to the specific work requests, but

17 when we get to then, we are going to have a witness on the

18 stand, we are not going to have the opportunity to question

19 him and make a reasonable judgment. I think that is a real

20 probles that we are facing down the road that I think we-

21 could cure today.
-

. .

22 I call Mr. Colitt.
,

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: r. Colit ?

24 YR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, can we talk about when

25 it is they will actually propose to put in the exhibit so

(~)
%)
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,

fs' - 1 that we will all understand when we will be talking about()
2 their admissibility?

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH I think we should set that down,
,

4 for a discussion when we have completed Mr. Colit='s

5 testimony and we have had the other examina tion by Mr.
.

6 Shovlin.
,

7 MR. BLAKE4 May I have a moment, please?*

8 CHAIRMAN S3ITH: Yes.

9 (Pause)

to CHAIRMAN SMITH: When you are ready, just say so.

11 MR. BLAKE: It is going to be a somewhat laborious

process, Mr. Chairman, and it is going to take us quite a12

13 lengthy time, but I will speak up when I am ready to.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Are you satisfied with this

z
. 15 procedure, Mr. Swanson, that you cross examine at the end?

16 MR. SWANSON: That is satisf actory, yes.

17
'

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you ready?
,

| 18 Whereupon,

19 JOSEPH COLITI,

20 resumed the stand, having been previously duly sworn, was.

,

21 examined and testified as follows:
.

22 AS-ON-REDIRECT EX AMIN ATION

23 3Y MR. BLAKE:

24 Q Mr. Colitz, yesterday during the examination by

25 Mr. Seikowitz, Mr. Selkowitz asked you about RM-L 6. Do you

r
k

.
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O) I recall that conversation?'(
1 A Yes.

3 Q Do'you recall him asking you to describe what that

4 component does?

- 5 A I do.
. - .

6 Q In the course of describing what that component

7 does, did you describe the importance of that component?-

8 Does its description infer the importance of that component?

9 A My description did spell ot the importance of the

10 RM-L 6 monitor as far as its function that it performed.

11 Q And in terms of the function that it perforns and

12 its importance, do you mean its importance from a nuclear

13 safety standpoint?

p) 14 hB. SELKCWITZ: Objection. I did not ask him anys.

. 15 questions other than to describe the system, what it does,

16 and this is beyond the scope of the direct.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As a matter of fact, it goes

18 beyond that. ~4 hen you did try tc ask such questions, the

19 Licensee objected.

20 3R. SELK0WITZ: That is correct..

21 MR. BLAKE: I do not believe, Mr. Chairman, that I

.

22 objected to his discussing RM-L 6 and its importance

23 yesterday in describing its function. I

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH All right, I see now. You are
m

25 going to the cress examination of Mr. Colitz, not on the
.

v
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(y,_) main introductory background testimony by M r. Selkowitz, but
s

1'

2 by the supplemental testimony that he had with respect to

3 proposed exhibit TMI A 8. That.is what your cross

4 examination is now?
5 He had two segments of testimony. One wes his

.

6 background, one was schematics. Then when he completed

7 that, we were about ready to allow you to redirect on that,-

8 and he said, well, we would prefer then to have the cross

9 examination on this exhibit.
.

10 ER. BLAKE: That is correct.

11 CHAIEMAN SMITHa And that is when he began to

12 discuss, as far as I know, for the first tim e ?!-L 6.

13 dR. BLAKEs I don't recall if it was discuss,ed

14. earlier . I do recall specifically that conve rsation, and I

15 was prepared to do my cross on both at that point..

16 I am conf used on the terminology, very frankly,

17 but my examination I thought now would cover all that his

18 examination ccvered.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But I want to keep the segments

20 clear because this was an entirely different phase of the.

21 hearing, a different phase of the trial brief, and the
.

22 purposes are distinctly dif ferent as I understand it.

23 Is that correct, Mr. Selkowitz? |

i
24 MR. SELK0WITZ: Yes, sir, and I was hoping to :

)

25 avoid this specific proclem because we only touched en one

- O)(_
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() 1 work order, and I was hcping that by withdrawing its being|

2 moved into evidence --
3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You cannot withdraw the record.

4 MB. SELK0WITZ: I understand, but I also thought I

5 heard Mr. 31ake say.all the questions had been asked about
.

6 that, too.

7 CHAIRMAN SEITHs Let us complete the examination.

8 of Mr. Colitz on the subject of nuclest safety or not.
.

9 MR. SELK0WITZ: If it is related to that portion,

10 I will withdraw the objection on that particular one.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS On this portion.

11 Let's complete it.

13 YR. SELKOWITZ: That's right.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.
,

| . 15 M3. BLAKEs Before we go to the exhibit

16 discussion, is that what you are asking me to do?

17 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Yes.j
i

| 18 MR. 3 LAKE 4 It is my recollection and my notes
|

(- 19 would suggest that RM-L 6 was also discussed specifically
|

| 20 during that conversation..

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: During when?

*
22 MR. SLAKE During the discussion of systems and

23 components.

|
24 CHAIEMAN Sh!TH: Okay, but not in the terms of its

25 saf ety significance.

( /-
!
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m
k_) '1 MR. BLAKE I will check the transcript.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And if it was, then it was

3 inconsistent with the position you took during that segment

* of the cross examination because you would not allow a

5 discussion of the safety significance of those components.>

,

O MR. BLAKE: Mr. Smith, I do not recall -- if I did

7 that or if the Board understood me to be doing that, I sure*

8 didn't mean it because this is our one chance to find out
9 what the safety significance of these items are. I misled

10 the Board by some remark.

.
11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you recall making any

12 objections yesterday?

13 MR. BLAKE: I do, one with regard to fermaniting a

14. valve. That struck me'as a peculiar maintenance activity in

15 trying to describe it which this witness had not been called.

. 16 for. I think aven in the course of my objection I said he

17 had been called to describe the importance, to describe the

18 systems and their importance.

19 The other objection came on a similar, getting

20 into the nitty-gritties of a maintenance activity, and I am. -

21 sorry I cannot recall the other one. But I sure didn't mean
.

22 to suggest that I didn't regard this vi*"et :: the very

23 right witness to talk about the description of the systems,

24 the importance of the systems. In fact, in,my view, the

25 nuclear safety significant --

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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() 1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Just a moment.'

- 2 (Pause)

3 MR. BLAKEs The system description discussion on

4 RM-L 6 appears on page 2240 of the transcript.1

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS But that is not the issue before
.

6 us right now. Whta the board is confused about is first, we

7 observed that there was very little questioning, if any, by-

8 Mr. Selkowitz on the safety significance of the individual

9 components in the main testimony yesterday. 2ight or wrong,

.

10 it was our impression that you took the position tnat indeed

11 there should not be any such questioning.
,

12 Now, maybe we are wrong, but now is the time to

13 cla rify it.

( 14 DR. JORDANS The reason being that you felt this

- 15 was not the best witness to ask safety related questions as

'

16 to whether it fell within the hRC regulations is what my

17 recollection is. But maybe I am wrong again.

18 MR. BLAKE: I am totally embarrassed by this that

19 I so misled you. In fact, I thought what I was trying to

20 say on at least a half a dozen occasions was thic was the.

21 fellow that they iden tified to talk about the importance of
.

22 the systems. I concut in_that, and he is the fellow right

23 no w that we are to get that information from.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH:- Ckay, but whatever the situation

25 ias, the result is going to be this: TMIA is not going to

C/ .v
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() 1 tippy-toe through this witness, touching upon components,

1 and then several weeks from now argue safety significance.

3 If you are going to do that, we are going to talk about

4 safety significance right now if that is what you have in

5 mind.
.

6 If, however, you have tendered that witness solely

7 to have a narrative, summary description of what this is and.

8 what that is and what this is, well, we have another

9 consideration. But I want to caution you that tactics, if

to this is whst you have in mind, simply won't work, just won't

11 work.

Il MR. SELKCWITZ: I understand that. I guess there

13 are tactics and there are tactics. 'Je are trying to figure
I

() 14,out, using the other side's witnesses, how we can best

| 15 present a complete exposition of our contention, and I am
i

16 quilty because that is a tactic. It is not designed a

17 devious tactic in the sense I think you mean it, and that we

18 would gain some advantage by the checkered presentation of

19 certain pieces of material. That is not our intention. I

20 will assure the Board it is not our intention. 'd e just;.
i

21 cannot figure out any better or more logical sequence than

22 to describe what the systeds do,'

present th e men who had to

23 do the work along with the work that was done and when it

24 was done.
|

25 CHAIEtAN Sh!TH: Ckay.

/~')
| \ /-
i
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() '1 MR. SELK0WITZ: And putting the two of those

2 together, the work orders and the men who had to do the

3 work, and what those systems do, and the priorities they
,.,,

4 were given and the time lags that were involved in doing it,
,

5 we think per se makes the case for the safety violation.
.

8 OHAIRMAN SMITH: And that is it.

7 MR. SELK0WITZ That's it.-

8 CHAIRMAN S3ITH: Okay. Now, that is not going to

9 work. Ihat is not going to work. Somewhere along the line

10 there is going to have to be directly addressed the-

11 consideration of the safety significance of every item or

12 categories of items that you are going to depend upon. Now,

13 either it is going to be now or it is gong to be later, but

( 14. it is not going to be avoided, and you had no plans *o even

15 address tha t in your case in chief. And we will just save.

16 you a lot of time, a lot of time. You are not going to put

U
17 two weeks of this type of testisony on and then rest. If

1

18 you do, let 's stop right now. It won't work.

| 19 'fR. BLAKE .tr. Selkowitz will agree with me that

20 some of the witnesses, and the only other witnesses he-

21 proposes to talk about some of these work requests are not
.

22 qualified to fisruss their nuclear safety significance. He

23 will agree with me on that.

24 MR. SELK0WITZ I have no intention of askino

25 those additional witnesses about any parts, nuclear saf ety

-
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() 'I significance.i

2 MR. BLAKEt Therefore he is prepared to rely on

3 the record as it is now.
' 53. SELK0WITZ: I am prepared to rely on the

| 5 record that will be completed when the work requests
i .

8 themselves, with Mr. Shovlin's total explanation of what the

7 material on there means, is in this record. That is-
,

|
8 absolutely right. If the Board is prepared to rule today

9 that that is not sufficient to make out this contention,

10 then the Board ought to, I suppose, just dismiss us right

|

! 11 now.

| 12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We don't have to do that. We

I 13 don't have to do that. But certainly we cannot foreclose

) 14, the theoretical possibility by banishing th e word "saf ety"

15 'from your lips that you cannot come up with some kind of a

18 case.
|

17 But we can't rest. We cannot close the record

la there. We are going to have to go bark and directly address

|

t 19 the safety significance of every component that you depend
|

20 upon in your case, and the time to do it, it seems to me, is.

21 the time when that component is discussed in the context of
.

22 its f unction , a t one place in the record. You know, it is
:

23 just the single logistics of the record is a consideration.

24 MR. SELK0WITZ: We, of course, think that our
,

i
i

; 25 version of the safety significance is totally explai.}ed on
|

(s) 1,

ii

,
1
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() I the f ace of the document in conjunction with Mr. Shovlin 's'

description of what these priorities meant, and that is it.

That may not carry the day. I recognire that this becomes a

4 weight problem, but without independent experts to come in

5 and tell you that, that is it. But we think it is
,

6 sufficient or obviously we wouldn't be doing it.

7 CHAIR:AN SMITH: You are not, I don't think,-

8 accustomed to the NRC administrative procedures.

9 MR. SELK0WITZ: No, cir, I guess I an not.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS In which the Board itself plays a

11 very important role in developing the record. We don't sit

12 back and listen to the pesple make their case and then

13 decide between you. We will be involved very heavily in
,

14. this case in developing a record in an organired way and in

. 15 a comleteness that we think is necessary. If your case-

16 cannot stand the test of s component by component discussion

17 of safety, I can predict right now that it is not going to |

18 be much of a case.

19 wR. SELKGWITZ Well, then I can say richt now --,

20 CHAI3 MAN SMI"H If that is really what you have-

21 in mind, let's diccuss it, and you are busy and we are all
,

22 bus y, and saybe we had just better approach it from a

23 dif ferent way.

24 MR. SELK0WITI: Let me suggest, sir, that --

25 CHAIR 5AX S3ITH* Let me clarify.

1

[\ |

v-
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m(,) '1 Do you truly expect to present a case which will

2 avoid the discussion --

3 MR. SELK0WITZa A bsolutely not.

' THAIBMAN SMITHt When does it come in?

5 3H. SELK3WITZ It is coming in twice, sig. One,
,

6 we think, on the face of the documents as connected to the

T description of what the system does, and Mr. Shovlin's~

8 description of why it was chosen to be maintained in the

9' manner it was maintained makes that a safety violation in

10 support of our contention.

11 We expect, and what we thought was going to

12 happen, quite honestly, was that the Licensee would have

13 three months to digest th a t position and come back to this

(\_/h 14. Board and to say TMIA is right on work orders 1, 3, 5, 7 and

15 9; TMIA is wrong on 2, 4, 6, 9, and 10, and here is why, and

16 then the Board would have the Licensee's case on that

17 con tention.

18 Now, as I understand the way these procedures

19 normally work , th a t is what they would have done to begin

20 with. They would have come in and said here is this-

21 contention of T5IA, here is what they have said, 2, 4, 6, 8,
.

22 and 10 are crazy; 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 we don't have much we

23 can say about it, and then we would come back at them.

24 I thought what we were doing was providing the

25 initial step in that process by giving them the information

b).L-
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r

1 first and the assistance to the Board in the place in the'

-

2 record we would get down to their having to say that our

3 case in chief, on the face of the documents is incorrect, is

+ after that three month waiting period.

5 We have expressed our concern all along, sir, that
.

,

6 this was not the most efficacious way of doing this. We

7 wanted to be more helpful to the Board. We don't have the-

8 money to do it. And as a matter of fact, there is still

9 pending, I believe, a motion that requests that the Board

to secure its own independent expert to assist the Board in

11 making some judgmen ts about the 1100 work orders, because

12 let 's bear in mini that we only gave you a sample because it

13 was a sample. There's a lot more in those things that we

14.didn't choose to bring up because we couldn 't deal with all
.

15 1100 as you described to us, but 1100 of them bear out the

16 ca se.

17 I hate to see -- we took a sample based on my
.

18 judgment of what is important to this Board, and I am a lay

19 person. when it comes to the engineering side of this, and if

20 they are able to rebut 20 of them, then we have no case.-

21 That is why I think that expert is critical, because I thinh
.

22 in the same period the export could advise the Board and the
~

;

23 Licensee that hey, you had better address these other 300 as 1

24 well because they are all part of the contantion.

25 CHAIE?.AN SMITH: "e will take a five minute break.

*
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() '1 On this particular subject, is there anything else

2 we should bee r in mind, and please don't repeat.

3 MR. BLAKE: If what I understood he was proposing
;

i

4 is -that we would not talk about it, we would discuss all

'5 these proposed exhibits over the next couple of weeks and
.

6 then come back three months from now and determine whether

7 or not they are admissible, I object to that, and I really-

8 do not think that is a very sensible approach for the Board

9' or us, and I think it would be a vaste of time.

i 10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

11 (A brief recess was taken.)
!

! 11 CHAIEMA.i SMITH: Are you ready, gentlemen?

13 Ihe Board wishes to have the record complete at
,

,

|

C)\ 14, this time as to the f unction of the various components that! (
15 were involved in your examination of yesterday, Mr.

16 Selkowitz, before we take up,the individual work-requests so

17 that we can understand the significance of them, the systems

18 that were discussed yesterday. How far that redirect goes

!

I 19 will have to depend upon t'he questioning and the component.

|
20 Generally we want a thorough record as to what each-

21 component you contend, each system you centend js in issue,

| -

22 we want a complete record on what it does_.
|

j

23 Now, before we go into the particulars, the safety

24 significance, to the extent that it should go into a

25 philosophical argument of safety, that is something that we
:

|

[m

.
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A 1
(_j will put limits on.'

2 DR. JORDANS We feel that these major systems that

3 were described yesterday are all-important to the plant, so

4 that whether they are safety related in the sense of NRC

5 safety related is not an issue at the moment, but we do want
-

>

6 to make sure that we have understood the nature of these
'

7 systems, how important they are, and if there is any.

8 misunderstandings as a consequence of yesterday's

I 9 examination, we want them cleared up now, and if th a t is Mr.

10 Blake 's intention , fine , that is what we want.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that is what you have in.

12 min d .

13 MR. BlAKE: I think it is. My obligation I think

(, 14,is also to have as accurate a record as possible from which

15 the Board can make determinations, and what I am trying to

16 do -- that is the only reason they could have called Mr.

17 Colitz, to talk about the importance, so we would all have a

18 background, a common background by which to understand the

19 importance of these items f rom a nuclear standpoint. If
,

20 they were going to allow it only on the work requests, then.

21 there wasn't really any need for Mr. Colitr.
..

22 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Mr. Blake, these microphones

23 depend upon our being just a couple of inches from your

24 m outh .

25 M2. BLAKE: Does that work a whole lot better?

- f's

(_f
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() 1 CHAIRZAN SMITH: Yes.-

2 MR. BLAKSs You will have to remind me a couple of
,

3 times, Mr. Chairman. I will try to stay close.

4 We will start through the cross examination and

5 the bounds of what appropriate examination may have to come
.

6 up in my questions. -
,

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That 's righ t..

8 MR. BLAKE: I think, Mr. Chairman, when we got

9 into this fray I had asked the question with regard to RM-L
.

10 6 which had been discussed yesterday by Mr. Selkowitz during

11 the course of description of components in the systems, and

12 I gave you the transcript page for that..

13 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Mr. Blake, you might as well

() 14, adjust your work papers, your microphone and all of your

. 15 tools of your trade there in such a way tha t the microphone

16 remains within a few inches of your mouth. Otherwise we all
|

L is
| 17 will have to strain to hear. This is the design of these
|

I
' 18 microphones.

19 fou also ought to do it in such a way that you

20 don ' t have to be a contortionist..

21 Off the record.

|'' 22 (Diccussion off the record.)
|

| 23 *R. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, when we got involved in

( 24 the discussion about developing the record at this point, I

|

,

25 had asked the question of 'r. Colitr whether his description
!

|

[h
| v
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4

[3 1 yesterday of EM-L 6 and its, in describing EM-L 6 and what'

s_/

2 the function that it performs, whether or not that involved

3 or inferred the importance of the item, he had responded yes.
,
f
x

4 Ihen I had asked does that, by importance, do you

5 sean the nuclear safety significance or importance. That is
.

6 I think what led to the objection, and I thick that is the

T same question I would put to him now, unless the Board< .

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This in the type of questioning

i 9 that may cause difficulties. 'Je will have to take it up on
4

10 the individual questioning, but a conclusion that something

11 is or is not important to nuclear safety will do litt12 to

12 enrich the record. A description of its f unction will do

13 auch. However, the conclusion is not inappropriate.

O(_/ 14, M.3. BLAKE: Hr. Chairman, I don 't know how in the'

. 15 world we are goin; to get from A to E without talking about

16 the nuclear saf ety significance which we ha ve all agreed is
.

17 going to be the test.

18 CH AIR M A N SMITH: I didn't say you can't..

19 MR. BLAKE: Then I would ask Mr. Colitz to answer

20 that question at this point..;

21 3Y MF. BLAKE: (Eesuming)

.

22 0 Do you remember the question, Mr. Colitr?

23 A I was going to ark you to please repeat it.
4

24 0 3r. Colitz, you stated this morning that when you

25 described the f unction of PM-L 6 and its importance, that

b)l%
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()- 1 that impliad its importance.

2 Do you mean from that its nuclear safety
,

3 significance or importance, and if so, would you explain
i

4 your answer?

5 A Let me try and maybe summarize what I think I said

j 6 yesterday. RM-L 6 is the radiation monitor in the discharge

T stream,from the waste evap condensate ' storage tanks to the.

; 8 river. Prior to discharging those tanks, we sample them, we

S analyze them, we calculate our allowable release rates, both

to as far as flow and activity goes, and when we are within

11 allowable discharge limits, we discharge the contents of

12 th a t tank through RM-L 6. RM-L 6 we set the radiation

13 monitor at a set point such that if you would exceed it, it

( 14 would terminate the release to the river.'

,

.
15 So, from an environmental point of view, I would

16 attach some safety significance to that item. And I do want

17 to mention again, though, that the tank has been sampled,

18 you are going out under allowable release rates. Ihis is

19 more or less a backup. I would also like to point out that

20 associated with this particular monitor, we did discuss one.

21 work request that had to do with a drain valve, and I went

'

22 through tha story on the drain valve, and as far as the

23 maintenance request associated with the drain valve , I put

*

24 no safety significsnce whatscever on that particular work
s

25 request.

,

(~N,

'%.

.
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() 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Where did that come up?'

2 4R. GELK0WITZt That is 2964 of the record. That

[ 3 is the one work request that I had addressed to Mr. Colitr,

4 and that is why I am not objecting to this question right

5 now.
.

6 DR. LITTLE: Thst discussion is'on page 2994 of

7 yesterday's transcript.*

j 8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you are aware of the

9 transcript page number that yo.u are referring to, it would
,

10 be helpful, Mr. Blake.

11 MR. BLAKE: All right, sir.

12 Mr. Chairman, the next system and components that

13 were talked about by Mr. Selkowit: during his examination

14. starts on page'2841 of the transcript.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 2841?.

16 MR. BLAKE: That is correct.

17 MR. SELK0WITZ: I wonder, Mr. Smith, could I have

I 18 a minute to get some other papers out? My set of the

19 schematics is not in numerical order. It was keyed to my

20 order of questioning and I need to get some papers to.

21 translate these references. It will take but a few seconds.
.

22 CHAI3 MAN SMITH: Sure.

23 (Pause)

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Blake, I ronder, we have
,

|
25 about an. hour and a half lef t this sorning. I just wonder4

,

I

\

5 I%s
|
|

l
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'

[JD 1 if maybe our time can't be spent more profitably in another
t u
!

| 2 area because it is going to take you a long time to organize

3 Your questions.

' 4 MR. BLAKEs It is, Mr. Chairman. I am trying to

5 stay right within the confines so I do not run afoul of the
.

6 Board's ruling here. It is going to take me a fair amount

'7 of time to organize each time so that I at least reduce or-

8 minimize --

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You know, we will all be sitting

10 around waiting whle you get ready. I think if you had time

11 off -- what is,your point?

12 MB. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, we are prepared

13 to go back to Mr. Shovlin on the priority system.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This is what I had in mind that
,

.
15 we might do so that you could have the time off and the

i
16 weekend to get ready for this, okay?

16
| 17 I know I am keeping you off balance, but not

,

18 intentionally.

19 Do you oppose that idea?

20 MR. BLAKE: Tha t's fine . I think that that is.

21 profitable.
'

| 22 MR. SWANSON: Mr. Chairman?
!
| 23 - CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Swanson.

| 24 M3. SWANSON: On behalf of the staff I feel I

| 25 should make a statenant tegarding the issue that was
|

'

| /~%
\v) .
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em
([ 1 discussed jusdt prior to the break, that being the scope of'

2 presentation by T3IA, and I wonder if it might be proper to
,

3 do so right now.;
.

CHAIR [AN SMITH: All right.*

5 1R. SWANSON: I understand the Board is
.

6 considering this matter, and I feel that the staff should

T have its view presented as well and I will state it very-

8 briefly. To the extent that Th!A intends to introduce work

9 reguests, overtime documents, maintenance logs, etc., which
.

10 on their face indicate that they have no relationship to

11 nuclear safety, and TMIA intends to put on no independent'

12 evidence that links that, those documents to nuclear safety,4

13 the staff,would object to each of those documents, each time

() 14, it is introduced. To the extent they intend to introduce
,

15 documents which maybe even on their f ace indicate at least

' 16 some relationship to nuclear safety, but for which TMIA
i

17 intends to introduce no independent evidence which will link'

18 u p those past practices to what the TMI -- er excuse me, to

19 the system that Met Ed proposes or in fact currently has in

20 place with respect to maintenance, quality assurance and.

21 management capability issue in 7eneral, again the staff
.

22 position would be that the threshold test of relevance has __

23 not been met. In other words, a sinple presentation of

24 documents as to past practices, the staff' contends, has no

25 relationship or no bearing on the management capability'

P
Q,
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(~N i
'1 issue .unless some link can be shown which suggests that(_)

.

2 those practices have a direct bearing on the issue with

3 respect to management capability under the revised system.

* There are many, many changes that have been put in

5 place, and I think it is important for that staff position
.

~

6 to be put forward now because we would contend that rather

7 than spend several week going through a number of documents,-

8 that perhaps this issue shoul be met head on at the

9 beginning and decide whether or not we should go through an

10 exercise of going through numerous documents.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'Je ll , the Board has considered

12 exactly the point that you have raised, that the record that

13 ve have to -- the decision we have to make is what is the

("%.%-) 14. m an agement competence situation now, today. However, there

- 15 is this, and that is there is an argument to be made that

1d there is an inertia of circumstance. If they can establish

17 that management was bad in 1972 ands 1977, I think that an

18 argument can be made that there is an assumption that it

19 continues to be bad, and th e du ty of proceeding with the

20 evidence demonstrating that it has been improved may shift,*

21 and of course, we don't know until we evaluate the evidence.
.

22 But if they succeed in establishing to the Board's

23 satisf action that there was an inadequate safety and

- 24 maintenanca program and management i.n place at TMI 1 in 1977

25 and '78, somebody is going to have to disabuse the Board of

'

. ._

.
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4

[) '1 that impression, and I hope that the staff would participate.

2 ME. SWANSON: Certainly, Mr. Chairman.'

3 .The problem I perceive is I understand that TMIA
,

' does not intend to provide some of those essential links'

5 that you mentionei earlier. Number one, it does not sound
.

6 as though they are going to attempt to put on evidence which'

T will link up some of these documents with the issue in their.
,

8 contention and the issues in this case dealing with nuclear

9 safety.

10 Second of all, we would still maintain that it

11 would have to show that under the revised maintenance and

12 management structures and systems, that those prior

13 practices are relevant.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, I don't nkov. I don't
,

. 15 agree with you. It may be. I don't know. We may rule that

16 as far as their contention is concerned , ma ybe they have not

17 carried a burden as well as you would in ordinary

18 litigation, but we may also rule that they raise enough
1

19 questions that we want to be catisfied. And I don't know if

20 we are going to be able to measure it in exact quantities so.

21 precisely as we would.all like.

*

22 However, I.do appreciate and I think you are

l
23 correct in forewarning us of what issues are going to be andi '

l

24 what the rtaff's position may very well be. I hope that you |
!

25, would raise it again in the con text of the evidence as it

9

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 arises.

2 Tour purpose now is just to forewarn us what you

3 feel the situation night be when the evidence unfolds.

4 MR. SWANSON That is true, but it goes farther

5 than that. I don't want to see the parties for this
.

6 proceeding spend a couple of' weeks gaining evidence if in

7 fact there is going to be no attempt made to try to show the.

8 relevance of the proposed documents which is, at t..is time,

9 which is all we have to go on, all we can anticipate from

10 rgIA.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think we nave discussed it

12 thoroughly.

13 MR. SWANSON: Yes.

) 14 MR. SELK0WITZ: Mr. Smith, sir, I would like to,
,

15 since we saem to be forewarning of some important things
.

16 here, and by way of I guess response, state the followings

17 As you have correctly observed, I am particularly .!'

18 personally somewhat new to these types of proceedings, and

19 so I did some checking, and one of the things I checked on

20 was the obligation of the -staff . My reading of what I was.

21 able to discern through checking some cases and talking to
.

22 people that have been involved is that the staff's purpose

23 in these proceedings is to protect the public interest, in

24 that sense is to help the Board develop a full, complete,

25 record. It is not to support the Licensee.

.

'
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| () '1 Case in point: if the staff feels that some of

1 these important links mignt not be present in what we

3 propose to present, and if they think there is some general

I 4 merit to an underlying ides here, their job is to help this
|

5 Board get the complete record on that. More specifically,
.

6 the staff should have been locking at some of these

|

'T con tentions and perhaps even conferred with TMIA to ask us| -

8 what about this one, what do you think about that one. That

9 has never taken place.
i

| 10 And I would in fact go so far as to state that
i

11 they have done nothing but attempt to voice the opinions

12 just expressed by their Counsel, which I do not think
|
'

13 support the public interest, nor are in furtheranceu of

ID
(_/ 14, their obligation, and therefore move that they be

,

|
| 15 disqualified and dismissed f rom this proceeding for failing

18 to fulfill their staff obligation, and that you get staff
|

| 17 tha t will do that for you and a ssist you and protect that
!
| 18 public interest.

19 !f it would be more appropriate, I will reduce
|

|- 20 t h a t to writing and presen*. it to the Board on Tuesday.

i

| 21 CHAIRMAN SMITHS We are going to be very busy. I

| .

I 22 think we can handle the motion orally.

23 13. SELKCWITZ: Fine.
t

j
-

24 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Mr. Swanson.
s

,

25 3R. SWANSCN: Obviously we will oppose the

/"%
A-.

'

'n
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f( ) '1 motion. I think what it boils down to is a difference as to

2 the relevance of the issues that TMIA has proposed. They

3 are certainly free to argue that past practices indicate a

4 pattern which leads to some ultimate conclusion that they

5 vish to draw. The' staff is certainly free to take the
.

8 position that at least on the face of the documents we have

T seen thus f ar of proposed exhibits, th a t they lack the-
4

j 8 relevancy to the issues in this proceedine that TMIA
.

9 attributes to them.

10 It is not correct to say tha t the staff has
!

11 ignored the maintenance practices of Met Ed , nor is it

^

12 correct to say that the staff is merely echoing the opinions

13 of Met Ed ac to the competency of their management system.
'

/~)N 14, The staf f has not yet completed its review of the management(_

! 15 capability of tha licensee in this proceeding. However, as

16 I stated previously, it is the positio,n of the staff, and it
17 is far more relevant to consider the current or the proposed

18 management structure of the licensee than it is to dwell on .

19 an obsolete system that just isn't in place anymore. That

20 is the enphasis that I wanted to convey to the Board, and as.

21 I indicated in my response to TMIA's motion, I forgot, it is
I

.

22 in our response to the two TMIA motions for the testimony as

23 vell as the appointment of an ex;ert, the staff did conduct

24 management capability inve s tiga tio ns , sam plin g

25 investigations prior to the accident; 'they have conducted

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 very extensive investigations since the accident. The staff-

2 simply is not ignoring the issue but in fact is taking it
!

3 very seriously, and I suggest that an enormous number of |

4 man-hours have been spent studying this very issue. The

5 staff is nat ignoring the issue. I think what we have is a |
-

8 difference in perception as to the relative importance or

7 relevance of different aspects of this issue, and that is-
,

8 what it-boils down to, and thtt in my mind is no basis for

9 disqualifying the staff.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How about carrying your statement

11 one step further? Although you have stated tha t you predict

12 upon examination of TMIA's case, as you understand it to be

13 now , that they won't carry their contention , ras the staff

C) 14, tak en the position that it is impossible for them to bring(_
'

. 15 to your attention in the course of this proceeding something

16 that you might want to pursue?

ti

17 MR. SWANSON: What I heard this morning suggests

18 th a t that will not take place. What I understand f rom the

19 discussion this morning is that TMIA is going to rely on

20 documents without trying to establish a safety significance.

21 except for what comes out on the face of these documents, or
a,

22 what has already cone out on the face of examination of Mr.

23 Shovlin and Mr. Colitz, and the staff does not consider that
.

24 presentation to establish a basis of relevancy in the

25 introduction or the extensive examination of all the
,

O
# 1

(~/
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(O_) 1 documents that TMIA proposes to introduce.'

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, we do not have any

3 jurisdiction to grant your motion, so it is denied.

4 MR. SELKCWITZ: Mr. Chairman, could you enlighten

5 me as to -- I feel very strongly about this and intend to
,

6 pursue it, and I understand you ruling. Could you just

T enlighten ne as to what you would suggest as an appropriate-

8 avenue to pursue that?

9 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: . would hesitate to advise you.

10 Your goal is to get Mr. Swanson out of the hearing room, is

11' that it?

12 MR. SELKGWITZ: My point is to have seme staff

13 people appointed to assist the Board who will take an,

14. objective look at what is presented by lay people and try to

15 assist rather than continually do things in order to make it

16 more difficult, yes, sir, and if that means have Mr. Swanson

17 personally removed, fine. I have no personal grudge against

18 Mr. Swanson or anyone else. It is the attitude that has

19 been expressed repeatedly here which I feel violates their

20 statutory oblication, and that is why I would like to hear,-

21 as a matter of fact, if I could for this record, so that I
.

22 have a record to take elsewhere, what they feel their
;

23 obligation is statutorily in this proceeding so that we can
,

24 have that on the record that I take elsewhere. I think
,

i

25 their actions have been cleawrly throughout the proceeding |

[<b
. |

,

|
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() '1 such that they do not comport with my understanding of their

2 supposed duties.

I 3 CHAIRMAN SMITE: I think his answer was clear to

4 me, that they simply disagree with you.

5 MR. SELKOWITZ: Well, sir, I use that one point,
,

6 but as an example, if they felt -- my understanding of it is

T if they feel there is a way to show this contention and it-

8 has merit, they should pursue that avenue to some

9 conclusion. They have said they feel there is some merit to

| 10 the whole no tion, and they are pursuing some other avenues,

|

11 perhaps, but the point being that when you bring a

12 con tention to this staf f, their immediate response, instead

13 of trying to see what you can do with it, has been to fight

14,against it. And I think the record to date supports that.

. 15 I am not asking you, sir, or the Board to rule.

16 That is my view of this world that we have created here, and

17 I don't think that is what they are supposed to be doing,

18 and I would like to pursue that with the Commission directly

19 if need be.

20 I would just like to ask permission to have Mr.-

21 Swanson state on the record in general terms what the
.

22 staff 's function in this proceeding is so I '.111 have it to

23 compare to their actions.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: '4ould you care to do that, "r.
|

25 Swanson ?

o
x. >

I
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f( )
1 I thoughc that he had, but apparently you don't

~

2 feel it was detailed enough.

3 MR. SELXOWITZ: My problem is that it is a

4, detailed response to one example, and I am looking f or a
5 general statement of the purpose of the staff in this

.

8 proceeding, if I could. If it is inappropriate, sir, I will

7 understand..

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you be willing to do that,

9 Mr. Swanson? He wants to know how you view your

10 responsibilities, the responsibilities of the staff. The

11 relationship of the staff to the Board is sometimes

12 confused, but we do have, I think, generally, authority to

13 request the staff when we make a determination that the

b) 14, evidentiary record is inadequate and that there is a reasong.

15 to inquire f urther, we do have the general authority to, I

16 think, direct the staff to come forward with more evidence.

I 17 Now, the exact nature of the evidence and how they

18 do it and that type of detail is beyond our jurisiiction.

19 We don 't have that. We certainly have nc jurisdiction to

20 direct the staff in its administrative duties. That is.

21 clear.

.

22 Your question to Mr. Swanson I think as a matter

23 of courtesy should be responded to, if for no other reason.

24 I am sure that they would give that answer to any member of

25 the public who made that inquiry, as-they usually do at the ,

!

! |

|

L.i
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A
( s; 1 opening of a hearing, and which we didn't call upon them to-

u -

2 do this tim e .

3 Mr. Swanson?

4 MR. SWANSON: I think it would be best if I

5 confine my answer to the management capability issue as
.

6 opposed to a more general perspective as to whi.ch I have not

7 been involved..

8 In general, though, the function of the staff is

9' to perform an independent regulatory review of the

to Licensee's management capability.

11 Now, in performing this revie w in this particular

12 proceeding, I have indicated that we place a higher premium

13 on deciding the management capability of the Licensee under

() 14 its presently proposed or presently existing management
,

. 15 structure, with the various procedures and personnel that

16 are involved in that as opposed to conducting what I

17 perceive TMIA's esse to be, a review of whether or not the

18 Licensee was in f act qualified to manage the facility prior

19 to the accident. We considered the latter review to be

20 lar'Jely irrelevant to this proceeding..

21 And that, I think, is where the g reat difference

.

_22_in perspectives exists.

23 But as I indicated, the staff is conducting a

24 review of the current and proposed management structure, the

25 personnel quality assurance, etc., that is inherent in the
,

/D,

N.) '

|
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i (^JT
1 issue of management capability, and that review is being,

%-,

| 2 taken very seriously by the staff as I indicated before. It

3 is an ongoing review that is not yet complete.

4 CHAIEMAN SMITHz I had understood Mr. Tourte11otte
!

5 in the prehearing conference of August 13 to indica te that
~

| 6 the sta'ff was also conducting f urther inquiries along the

.
T line of TEIA Contention 5, and that does not seem to be in

8 accord wits your comments today.

| 9 53. SWANSONs Well, to the extent that TMIA has

13 developed some lines of inquiry into specific persnnel or

11 procedures that existed prior to the accident, the staff has

12 indeed looked into these matters.

13 For example, the staff has reviewed the

n
14 depositions that TMIA produced. It has reviewed inspection() ,

.
15 reports, some inspection reports anyways, that were m.a d e

16 prior to the accident. It has evaluated these depositions

17 and deternined the various lines of inquiry. In those lines

18 of inquiry that the staff thought merited further lookinc

19 into, the staff has in fact conducted investigations, and

20 these investigations will be documented and will be
,

21 submitted to the Poard and to the public in this proceeding.

22 So the staff has indeed looked at individual*

( 23 . aspects of the licensee's past performance with a view

! 24 toward determining wnether or not they are relevant today.

".3 I think that is the key. The staff is concerned with what

/G
G^

|
'
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! (JD
1 aspects of management capability are in fact relevant to th e

| 2 issue in this case, which is whether or not the facility
|

3 should be allowed to restart, not whether or not it should

4 have been licensed to operate the day before the accident,

5 for example.

6 MS. 31AKE: Mr. Smith ?

7 dR. SELK0WITZ: I just want to thank the Board for
.

8 its indulgence in this question.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As perhaps you don't recall, Mr.
i

10 Selkowitz -- at least, you haven't been participating, but

11 the Board did request the staff to take an interest in TMIA

12 contentions.

13 3r. Blake?

(~'() 14 MR. B1AKE: I was only going to cite for the
,

15 purposes of the Board and for Mr. Selkowitz that the results

16 of NRC investi;ations in the specific allegations which have

| 17 been made and were raised in the course of depositions are

18 reported in at least two reports which I have seen within

19 the last couple of weeks, one dated October 2 and one dated

20 October 9, where the NEC staff has looked into the specific
.

21 allegations which have come out of TMI A 's depositions, and
;

:
* 22 from allegations sade of past practices related to

|

|
23 maintenance practices.

24 CH AIRMAi' SMITH: Those have not come before the

25 Board.

[\
i Qs!
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b''T
1 MR. BLAKE: No, they are not here. But only for.

2 Mr. Selkowitz's edification.

3 MR. SELK0WITZ: Zay I request, by addressing the

4 Board to Mr. Swanson, that if he is aware of such reports,

5 could he please provide us with a copy of them?

6 CHAIEMAN SMITH: I predict that h e will.-

7 MR. SWANSON: Excuse me. I have been informed by.

8 Mr. Tining of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement that

9 these documents have been submitted to the Licensee for

10 their proprietary review. The procedure by the staff is to

11 give the Licensee an opportunity to make any claims that

12 they wish as to the proprietary nature of the documents.

13 These documents certainly will be made availble to the,

() 14 public once that process is complete.
,

'

15 CHAIEMAN SMITH This is an investigation into

16 TMIA 's own Contention 57 !s that --

17 ME. BLAKE: It is into allegations which have been

18 raised and do relate to their contention, that is correct.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHS And then you are sometime going

)
20 to make them public? i,

s

21 ME. SWASSONs As I understand, the Licensee is
B.

22 given 20 days to conduct a review to determine whether or

i
23 not any portions of that document contain proprietary

24 information.

W
25 MR. BLAKE: .Mr. Chairman? "

.

(j
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() 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH We are entering into a very, very

2 new and uncharted area here.
3 MR. BLAKE: To the extent that is the case, we

4 will promptly make that determination, and assuming that

5 there is no proprietary problem, we will provide copies of
.

8 those two reports to TMIA.

. 7 CHAIEMAN SMITH: What if there is a proprie ta ry

8 problem?

9 MR. BLAKE: Well, if there is, then we are not

10 going to be able to do it. We vill be into the uncharted

11 waters.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, if there is a proprietary

13 problem, we want to know about it.

() 14 MR. BLAKE: I will alert the Board if there is.
,

. 15 MR. SWANSON: Mr. Chairman, if tnere is a claim

16 made by the licensee, the staff would conduct an

17 investigation of that claim. Keeping in mind the regulatory

18 provisions recarding this, there are of course means whereby

19 pro tective orders, f or example, could be granted so that

20 documents rould be examined..

21 I don't mean to imply that just because it is

*

22 being submitted for a proprietary view that the Licensee has

23 a f ree license to exempt as many portions of that as they

24 v an t . They certainly do not have that right.

25 CHAI?YAN SMITH: There is, as you know, in the

'

|. w
l
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() 1 NRC's regulations and Freedom of Information Act the-

2 proprietary information provision.

3 Okay.

'' Time'is really an important f acto r here. Tney

5 should have had, I would expect, at the time of the
.

6 presentation of the direct case, certainly if it

7 demonstrates the need, they will have an opportunity to-

8 address it later on.

9 Now, I understand you to say that you did respond

10 to the TMIA's request to appoint an expert? When did you

11 file that response?

12 MR. SWANSONs That was on the 10th, I believe.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, tha t is a group of papers

14,we haven't received yet.

15 MS. SWANSON: I have extra copies here. I have --

16 I distributed copies to people who were in attendance on the

17 first day, and I have extra copies for the Board if you wish.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I don't think we can rule on it

19 today.

20 TR. SWANSON: I am not suggesting that there is a-

21 need.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes, you can give it to us. It

23 would'be helpful. Fine.

-24 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, we have swapped Mr.
(

25 Shovlin for Mr. 0311tz.
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-() 1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Well, how do you want to approach-

1 it. Do you want to have your Re-As-On-Cross?

3 MR. THEODORE ADLERs I don't recall whether Mr.
i

4 Shovlin was asked any questions on redirect, so if he were

! 5 not, then we would just be continuing.
i. .

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would really like to start

7 fresh, even though you have asked the identical question.

j 8 before. Recogniring now what the Board 's confusion is,

9 could.you try again to come up with a record that the Board

10 can understand easily, easily.

11 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Well, then, for the purposes

I 12 of the record, we are recalling Mr. Shovlin in order to
|

13 further explain the priority system, and only the priority

| ("%s_f 14, system , in order for the Eoard to more fully understand what'

15 kind of system is in place today and what kind of system was

I 16 in place prior to the accident.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: E xac tly rig h t , although it is

18 your position that the record already establishes that

19 adequately.

20 d3. THEODOEE ADLERs That is correct, Mr. Chairman..

l .

21 Whereupon,
-

! .

22 DANIEL SHOVLIN,

| 23 having been previously duly sworn, was recalled, further
|

| 24 examined and testified as follows:
|

'

; 25 DIRECT EXAMINATICN

I\-) 1

,

!

|
|
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() '1 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER:f

2 Q Mr. Shovlin, you have heard discussion this

3 morning about the Board's concern about understanding the

' priority system, making absolutely certain that it is clear

| 5 in their minds as to how this priority system works and what
i

-

| 6 this priority system means.

7 With that in mind I am going to ask you a series|
*

1

8 of questions which I hope will assist the Board in coming to

! 9 this conclusion.
|

| 10 Does the p riority system in place today contain a
|

11 Priority 1?

12 A Yes, it does.

(

| 13 Q What is the definition of that Priority 17

14 A The Priority 1 can only be --

15 0 Excuse me, Mr. Shovlin. What are you reading from?

16 A This is my memo to Mr. Miller that you brought up

i 17 in our last testimony.
|

|.
18 Q Fine. I just want it identified for the record.

19 CHAIPMAN SMITHS November, 1979.

20 ?HE WITNESS: Pardon, sir?-

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: November, 1979.
'

i 22 THE WITNESSs That is correct.

23 And I want to be sure that what I give you, and I

24 give you verbatim so there will be no nisunderstanding, that

25 which I recommended in November 1979 to Mr. Miller, that

k
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1

I) 'l priority system right now which, although it has not been'

1 officially approved,'as I mentioned in previous testimony,

3 it is the priority system that my staff is using to

4 determine what a Friority 1, Priority 2, Priority 3 and nov

5 we also added another priority, Priority 4, and Priority 1 |
.

6 can only be classified by superintendents, department heads

- 7 or shif t supervisors, will cause a plant shutdown, reduced

8 generation, has a time clock of very short duration which

9 seans going to tech specs. If you are down to one piece of

10 equipment,-you have 48 hours or whatever to come to cold

11 shutdown. It is an immediate industrial or nuclear safety

12 harard, compromises nuclear safety, reactor control or power

13 conversion cycle control system insofar as to present a

() 14, clear threa t of initiarion of a trip or severe transit,

15 imposes or threatens increased personnel radiation exposure,,

16 constitutes one element of a multi-event failure which could

17 result in initiation of a trip or transit.

18 3Y MR. THECDORE ADLES: (Resuming)

19 Q Now, Mr. Shovlin, has that recommendation of yours

20 been accepted by the management of TMI 1?.
,

21 A Ihat has not been fully approved by management and
.

- 22 TMI 1 as of this da te.

23 Q That standard which you just read to the Board,

24 which your staf f uses to guide it in de termining what a |

|

25 Priority 1 is, what tha_t standa rd used in the past in !

C
(,/
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( '1 determining what a Priority 1 should be?

2 A That is a negative, no.

3 0 When did you begin using that standard to

* determine what a Priority 1 should be?

5 A As I indicated in my previous testimony, Mr.
,

6 Adler, for some time I really wanted to define what a

T Priority 1 was, because I felt we were really clouding the'

8 issue on what a real Priority 1 was. Previously a Priority

9 1, which is still in effect, officially is in effect, meant
,

10 that it was urgent. I had pe rso nall y , l' ave signed hundreds

11 of work requests that in no way, and have initiated work

12 requests that in no way meets the criteria that I just

13 spelled out as a Priority 1 because of the broad definition

b
N/ 14, of Priority 1' urging.

li To give you examples --

16 CHAI5 MAN SMITH Wait a minute. Your last

17 sentence ! think is incomplete. You said you have

18 personally signed hundreds of work requets --

19 IHE WITNESS: And have initiated work requests --
i

20 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Right. |-

21 IHE WITNESS: And have given it a Priority 1 --
-

1

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That was missing from your |
|
'

23 sentence.

24 THE WITNESS: That was given a Priori ty 1 that did

25 not meet the critaria as I have spelled out in my memorandum

k
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o) 1 of November 1979.t -

y,

2 CHAIRMAN SMITE Now, as you proceed in your

3 testimony, where you can do it, enclose your statements by
,

' dates, timas. '

5 IHE.WITNESSs I will try to, sir.
.

6 I also in my testimony discussed as of the end of

T September, September 30, 1980, that of over the 800-

8 outstanding work requests, at that particular time there was

9 only identified four Priority 1s. The reason there are four

10 Priority 1s, because of using the recommended priority that

11 I just identified, as of yesterday, there are rero Priority

12 1s. .They do not meet no Aing else meets the criteria
-

--

13 that I have just explained.

( 14 Now, I have gone through numerous and numercur
,

.
15 inspections by various activities, delving into work

16 requests, rhanged minds by various NRC agents and other

17 agencies, and there was always a concern, there was always a

18 concern of the number of Priority 1s, number of Priority 2s,

19 the backlog.

20 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, this is not.

21 related to the question I asked. I assume the Board is
-

22 interested in this and my objection would be fruitless
.

23 because I as-ume the Board is interested in what he is i

24 saying.,
,

25 CHAIEMAN SMITH: I would prefer shorter answers to

( -) ,

;m

i
|
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1

(_) '1 que s tion s. The questior that you are answering has not yet

2 been asked, and that is how long has the staff used in

3 practice, practice the proposed but not yet accepted

4 modification of Priority 1, and you dtdn't come up with a

5 specific answer to that?
.

6 THE WITNESS: It was shortly af te r I submitted the

7 memo in November 1980 -- November of 1979.-

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: November 1979.
.

9 THE WIT?iESS: That is correct.

10 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Now, the confusion that I have is

11 after November, shortly after November 1979, when you

12 proposed a new Category 1, Priority 1, and you state that

13 you began in practice using it, then you stated that you

'

14. hav e issued hundreds of work orders which do not meet that
15 standard, but that was in a different timeframe.

16 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

17 CHAI?EAN SEITH: Now, let us establish that. That

18 was before November 1979.

19 IHE WITNISS: That is correct, under the old

20 criteria that I used at that time.-

21 BY ME. THEODOBE ADLER: (Resuming)
*

.

22 Q Now, M r. S hovlin, the definition included in your

23 November 30, 1979 memo, does that reflect the mental process

. 24 and your idea of what a Priority 1 was prior to 1979, that

25 1979 meme?

O
.
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'() 1 A Mr. Adler, to the degree that if I had two-

2' Priority 1s in front of me that were Priority 1s, one was a

3 housekeeping effort and one had an effect on nuclear safety,;

4 the effect on nuclear safety, that is where I would apply my

5 manpower.
.

6 Q So my question is, since it was your testimony

7 that all of these work requests eventually came to your.

8 office before work began, and you reviewed those work

9 requests, you determined what -- and I am using your;

;

*

10 language -- what were the real Priority 1s and what were the

11 unreal Priority 1s, is that correct?

*

12 A That is correct.

| 13 Q And is it correct to say also that the real

() 14, Priority 1s in your mind reflected tha t definition contained
. 15 in your November 30 suggested procedure?

.

16 A No.

17 0 Okay. Maybe I am missing something then.

18 You just said that the real Priority 1s were the

19 ones that had an effect on nuclear safety, and the unreal

20 ones had to do with housekeeping, but you are saying that
,

21 the real Priority 1s in your mind did not reflect that

'

22 definition included in your November 30 meme.

23 A The real Priority 1s, as I defined in the

24 memorandum of 30 icvember 1969, yes, I took that -- that was

25 in my mind , but number one, I cannot --

'% )
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t

("%
t,_) 1 Q Ihat is what I am asking you. When you determine'

2 __

3 A Yes, sir.

4 0 When you determined what a real Priority 1 was --

5 A That is correct.
.

6 Q That definition was in your mind.

'' T A Ihat is correct.

|
8 Q And it was in your mind prior to November 30, 1979.

!

|
9 A The rulas never changed from day one. We have

|

10 always had to comply with tech specs. We always had to ||

|
'

| 11 comply --

!

12 CHAIRMAN S!ITH: Now, let's slow down and take thej

13 question one at a time and make sure you hear it and answer

O)(_ 14. it first, and then if an explanation is called for, give the

15 explanation. But first we want, immediately following the

16 question, a literal answer to the question, and you are not

h
17 getting that, as you, I think, perceive. ,*

18 YR. THE3DORE ADlER: Okay, let ze see if I can ask

19 thaso questions a little bit briefer, more leading in a way,

20 so we can get yes or no answers and then an explanation-

21 following.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We need benchmarks and precise

23 answers to these benchmarks.

24 SY MR. THE0DORE ADLER: (Resuming)

25 Q Mr. Shovlin, is it true that prio r -- let 's use

! /~T
%.)t
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(f
~ 1 prior to the accident as a benchmark, that prior to the-

2 accident -- -

'

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Please. Would you mind , however,
l.

4 following through on your question? Prior to November 1979

5 in your mind, were the standards which were proposed in
.

6 November '79 in your mind used?

T BY MR. IHE0DORE ADLER: (Resuming)-

.!

8 0 You have heard the question that the Chair just

i 9 propounded. Do you have an answer to that?

10 A Yes. 'Those standards were'used, yes, because --

11 Q Okay, your answer is yes for the record.
,

12 A Yes.

13 Q Now, if you have av further explanation, make that,

() 14, explanation.

15 A It met the criteria of urgent. It was a tech spec'

16 violation or whatever.

17 0 So that when you reviewed those, all of the work

; 18 requests that came through your office, you made a mental

19 distinction that some were real Priority is and some were

20 unreal Priority 1s..

21 A Yes.
.

22 Q And the real Priority 1s -- and I want to get this

23 exactly right -- so that in your mind, the real Priority 1s
a

24 met that definition that you propounded in your November 30,

25 1979 memo.

(G_/
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() 1 A- That is no.

] 2 Q Well --

3 A Do you want me to explain?
a

' Q Maybe.

5 A As it applied to the definition of urgent, you are
.

6-talking about two different situations, two conditions. You

T asked in my mind, if I had a job tic ~9t that in the-

8 description, in the' malfunction, tl. i t it had a direct effect

9 on nuclear safety, that in my mind was a Priority 1 job.

10 Also in my mind, if I had a work request tht was identified,

11 as a Priority 1, that identified good housekeeping which had

12 no effect on nuclear safety, I would treat that as a

13 Priority 1.

) 14, O If you would listen to my questions maybe more<

15 caref ully, I think we might have less problem coming up with.

" 16 a lucid ' answer.

17 Now, your testimony, you gave testimony that a lot

18 of Priority *s case up to your office.

19 A Hun-ireds of Priority 1s.

20 Q Huncreds of Priority 1s..

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Prior to Novembe r 1979.
.

22 IHE WITNESS Prior to November 1979.

23 SY MR. IHEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)'

24 Q And in your department, either yourself or your'

.'5 designee, there were decisions made as to -- and I am using

O
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1 Your language -- as to what were real, "real" P riority 1s'

2 and what were " unreal" Priority 1s.
;

3 Do you recall stating that?
!

4 A I definitely do recall that.
1

1 5 0 In your mind, and in the mind of the people in

$ 6 your department. who. had this responsibility, were the real,

!- T "real" Prio rity 1s, did those real Priority 1s meet the
i

j 8 standards and the definition you read to this Board that are

: 9 included in your November 30, _1969 memo?

i
10 A No, not all of those met that criteria.'

\

j 11 0 Prior to November 30, 1979, what were the criteria

12 for a "real" Priority 17

! 13
4

) 14,
'

j 15
,

! ''
16

14

17 j,
,

a

! 18
i
'

19
'!

). 20

21

1 .
22i

J 23
p
).

24
,

25
.

'

<
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/~T 1 A real Priority 1 can encompass looking at the
,

\_ l
2 definition urgent. The euperintendent of maintenance would

3 get a call from the manager, the init manager, and gave se a

4 particular job tha t he wanted to do. This is a Priority 1

5 job, as simple as setting up a room of this size to
.

6 accommodate an audience such as we have here. That was a

7 Priority 1 because it had to meet a time schedule. Tomor 'w
,

I want to e.xpand on that. That was a Priority 1. It was8 --

9 urgent to do the same day.
'

10 I get a job ticket and it has on the top a

11 Priority 1. I look at the description. It is a

12 aa'. function , and it says, the particular job malfunction had

13 an effect on nuclear safety. I had to treat that as a

() is Priscity 1 ites. It met the same criteria, urgent. It had

15 to be done. There was a schedule to meet.

16 Q Now, under your new system, the proposed system,

-17 then, if you got a call from the station manager to set up a

18 room like this, that would no longer be a Priority 1.

19 A Ihat would be a Priority 2 or a Priority 3.

20 Although it could get the same attention, it would not be
,

21 identified as a Priority 1. As a management tool, I had --

' 22 and my main reason for initiating the memorandum , as the

23 management tool which was brought to my attention many times

24 from inspections, looking at the runoff, th e computer
|

25 run9ff , and you are looking at 500 Priority l's, and ther

I
("Y

'

(/
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(*)) 1 are looking at cutting the grass as a Priority 1. It didn't
w.

1 jive.
.

3 But looking at the definition of urgency, maybe it

4 did apply. Okay? Maybe the grass was obstructing

5 somebody's view. So, we had to better define that. That
.

6 was the raason for the initiation of my memo.

7 Q Okay. Now, I assume that at least that portion of.

8 your thought process in that samo versus what had taken

9 place in the plant prior to that memo is clear to the board.

to CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is to me.

11 MR. THEODOBE ADLER: Let me go on then.

12 BY 53. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

13 0 It was your testimony that prior to the September,

() 14,I guess, September 30, 1979, procedure, which to this date
15 has not been accepted yet -- No vember 30, 1979 -- I am sorry

16 -- which to this date is still in the review stage, prior to

17 this hundreds of work requests would come to your office for

18 review. Is that correct?

19 A Ihat is correct.

20 Q And you looked at those work requests and let's
.

21 say they were all ideatified is Priority l's, so you had 100

'

identified as Priority l's. What did you do or what did22

23 your designee do to determine what the real Priority 1 was

24 and what the unreal Priority 1 was? I just want to get this

25 absolutely clear.

O
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A
(_,t 1 You had a bunch coming up all Priority l's. What-

> .

2 were your instructions to your staff when they saw all of

3 these?

4 A I thought I answered.that previously.

5 Q Well, I just want to make sure it is absolutely
.

6 clear for the record.
i
'

7 If the su'pervisor of maintenance or his designee-
..

8 read in the malfunction part of the job ticket a condition
,

9 as I described in my memorandum explaining, expounding on

10 what I felt vu November 30th, 1979, wha t a Priority 1 should
.

,

11 be, that would be a Priority 1 in their mind. Also, it

12 would have to be a Priority 1. The re are no if 's, and's or

13 but 's about it, because the resultion and laws did noti

O) 14, cha nge. So , .i their mind, that was a Priority 1.(_

15 Also, in their mind, there are other Priority

16 l's. They have initiated them as well as I, and I believe

17 there are even one or two that you have described that you

18 vant to discuss with me that met that crite ria , okay? Tac t

19 had no -- it was not relevant to the definition that I gave

20 you as a Priority 1, but it was a Priority 1, and I signed-

21 it.

22 So, it is obvious -- it is obvious that using th' e~

23 ter m "urgen t" without any clarification, it was cloudy.

24 Okay? And I wanted to make it more realistic.

25 CHAIP. MAN SMITH. May I inquire at this point, Mr.

(Ox)
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[) 1 Shovlin, I Delieve in your testimony yesterday you indicated-

2 that under the practice in effect now, that where you

3 receive a work request with a Prioritt 1 or another priority

4 and you disagree with that priority, you will in a specific

5 place for that substitute your priority. You will write it
.

6 on the work request.

T A On the job ticket. That is correct.-

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: On the job ticket? Is that the

9 same as a work request?

to IHE WITNESS Yes, sir.

11 CHAI3 MAN SMITHS You will physically write that on?

12 THE WITNESSt The re is a block for this. The

13 supervisor of maintenance or his designee to either change

O) 14, or agree with the recommended priority.(_

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You would allow the work request

18 to continue to demonstrate what the original recommerdation

17 was, however, or would you obliterate that since Nosember,

18 1979. Do you hava a copy of the work request which is being

19 used now? :
i

4

20 3R. SLAKE: Did you ask for a copy?.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have a copy of the current |
t-

21 procedure? Now, while we are cetting a copy of the current |
-_

23 procedure on the work request form and procedure which

24 existed prior to November, 1979, for example, TMIA Exhibit

25 for identification 6, there is only one place for a priority

ns_-
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- /~T
() 1 to be written. When you disagreed with that priority, the'

.

2 priority pat down by the originator, did you change that

3 priority on the work request?

4 IHE WIINESS: There were times when that priority

5 was changed. Yes, sir.
.

. .

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHz Sometimes?

7 IHE WITNESSs Sometimes.-

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS But not always?
P

9 THE VITNESS: Not always.
,

to CHAIRMAN SMITH: Can you give us an idea of what
4

11 standards.you used, if there veto any, to physically change
i

12 the designated work priority?

13 THE WITNESSt As you are well aware, anybody can

(~)'

(f 14, initiate a work request, and those individuals were the ones

. 15 who were putting the priority on. Sometimes they were

16 really f ar-f etched . You know, in no way was the priority

17 that they indicated on the work request -- it was not a job

18 that was realistic, and sometimes we would disa pprove it,

19 send it back. It was not a real job. It was something that

20 we would not want to do.-

21 CHJ*.RMAN SMITH: But I am talking now about a much*

.

22 more mechr.41 cal, limited concept. Was there a standard in

23 Your of fira , or was it just a matter of how you felt at the

24 moment, that'you were so offended by that o riginator's

25 allocation of priority that you would just simply strike

k
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:

i

() 1 through it and substit ' 9 another one, or would you more-

!

2 likely say, well, that may be what he thinks but I just

3 don't agree with it, I am just going to order the work on a
i

! 4 different schedule,-ana never mind, and not change his

5 written priority.
,

( 6 IHE WITNESS When that happened, in most
!

|* 7 instances they would try to get back to the originator, to

|
| 8 the supervisor who signed the job ticke t, because as I

9 sentioned yesterday or the day before yesterday when I

-10 testified, that no rm ally the supervisor, he concurred with

11 that priority, and sometines we had problems with the

12 priority that we would get back to the individual

13 supervisor. Yes, there were times when we changed that, and

14,we talked , and said, I want to change this. Instead of aa

. 15 Priority 1, let's make it a Priority 2 or a Priority 3,

|

|
16 because the urgency was not there.

i

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 What I am talking about now is

18 more about paper than practice. Ihis is what I want to

19 kno w. We are going to be looking at a lot of papers that
l

(- 20 came across your desk.
i

21 IHE NITNESS: You must realize th a t I had over
.

22 40,000 job tickets and it was -- it could be in the circle

23 of events anc che approval chains in the re view circuit that

24 somebody did put a yes instead of a no. That is possible.
i

!
25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I understand this.

, u(~h
i

||
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()T
/~ 1 IHE WIINESS: A nd somebody changed, or somebody,

2 said, hell, that is a Priority 1, I am not going to change

3 it, I am going to treat it as a Priority 3, and I will

4 shelve it and put it in my desk. He made that decision.

5 The supervisor who reviewed the job ticket or the work
.

6 req ue st , he made that decision and shelved it.

7 Now, there were times when they done that and the
.

8 initiator, he gets a phone call and says, when, his job that

9 he initiated, when is it going to start. They break out th e

:n job and say, well, here is the problem I have with this, you

11 know. That is the type -- that is the type of -- I am not

12 going to say it was a normal routine, but it happened.

13 CHAIP. MAN SMITH: Your explanation is very

() 14 helpf ul. You have given us the flavor, I tt!.nk, very
,

15 helpfully of what was going on in your office', and it is

16 very understandable, but it is not quite reaching what I am

17 trying to establish at this poin% in the record, which is
18 something different.

19 .\ssume that you are not around. You are not

.
20 around to explain things, and we are going through a lot of j

l

21 these work requests, and we want to know how reliable is it I

22 up here in the top righthand corner where it says Priority
~

23 1, Priority 1A. How reliable is an inference fron that

24 document that that priority remained in effect throughout

25 the life of that work request, if it is still on there.
a

|
(_/
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y() 1 THE WITNESSs The reliability of the job ticket,-

2 Er. Chairman, many times the individual that we gave the job

3 ticket.to to go investigate the work as identified, as the

4 originator spelled out on the job ticket, we would find

5 either there was no problem, it was 180 out from what it was
.

8 identified. Then we would go back and say, hey, we would

7 change it..

8 CHAIRM3N SMITHS But I am talking about paper, Mr.

9 Shovlin, not practice, paper.

10 THE WITNESSs Then we would change the paper.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You would change the paper which

12 says Priority?

13 THE WIT 3ESS: Priority on the to,p.

( ,/ 14, CHAIRMAN SMITH: So then the probabilities, the

15 great probabilities are, then, notwithstanding the

is definition of priority, that an TMIA Exhibit 8, it remained

17 a Priority la throughout the life of the work order. Is

-18 that --

19 THE WITNESS: That is a possibility.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is possible?-

- 21 IHE WITNESS 4 Yes, sir.

.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I want ao know the likelihood.22

23 IHE WITNESS: It is quite likely that tha t could

'

24 h ap pe n , yes, sir. Yes.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: More often than not?--

|

!
-

l
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() 1 THE WITNESSs More often than not, yes.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH Th.i t if th e reviewer or you,

3 whoever it was, disagreed with the originator's priority,

4 somehow or another physically on appear that priority will
4

5 be changed so that as it goes to its final resting place in

6 the files, the priority which is indicated in that piece of
.

7 paper is the one which became the official position of your.

8 department.

S IHE WITNESS: Tha t is true. That could ha ppen.

'
'

10 Yes, sir.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That could happen?
,

12 IHE WITNESS: It has happened.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I want to know when we look at

() 14 many of these papers what is the likelihood that that is an
,

15 accurate reflection of what happened?

9 THE WITNESS: The accurate reflection to the one

17 that is reviewing the work request is, what is described in

18 the malfunction portion of that job ticket?

19 CHAISMAN SMITH: I am not satisfied with the

20 answer. Maybe I am confusing you. I am looking at TMIA-

21 Exhibit 8. Up in the upper righthand corner it says,
'

.

22 Priorty. On this one it says lA. And 1 assume tha t there

23 are others that say Priority 1. And you described to me the

24 practice in which a reviewer or you may say I don't agree

25 with that, and you very well, I think, explained to us in

{T
%J
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[J) 1 very understandable terms how men disagree, and I appreciate-

2 that maybe you don' t have an interest in paper. You have an

3 interest in performance. But you are the only person we

4 have to talk t.o about this paper.

5 Now, if'I were to go to your files and I looked at
.

6 all of these final work requests as they were posed in your

7 files today, and I look in this upper righthand corner,.

8 could you give me an estimate, a numerical estimate, say, 75

9 percent or something in th-* order, of how many Priority l's

10 as they repose in your file .aving been completed were

11 indeed believed by you or your designee to be in fact

12 Priority l's?
.

13 THE WITNESS: As the syrtem described previous to
,

' Q~y 14, November --

15 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Previous to November.

16 IHE WITNESS: -- I' would say probably 40 percent

17 were real Priority l's.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is not the question. That

19 is not the question. What percent of the work requests

20 after they have been filed away as either completed or.

21 cancelled or whatever the case may be actually correspond in

"

,

22 designation of priority at the top with the actual priority

23 tha t was given to,it by you or your designee?

24 IHE WITNESS: Will you say that one more time, Mr.
.

25 Chairman?
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(" 1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS In the completed file of work
.L} ,

'a requests or work requests which are no longer alive, what

3 proportion, what percent of them have a designation, a'

4 uritten desigation of priority which actually corresponds to

5 the determination of priority if you or you designee prio r
.

6 to November, 1979?

7 THE WITNESSs I would like to ask now if I truly
,

8 understand that, that a job ticket with a priority -- and it

9 had a lA on it, you are asking me what percentage of the 1A

10 that was on there that ended up in our file in a completed

if file, without no change to the particular priority?
.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH The particular priority

13 designation .

(} 14 IHE WITNESS: The designation. I would havo to

,

15 say probably 90 percent.

16 CHAIPMAN SMITH: All right. Now, I just made a

17 mistake, because my question was ringing off at a tangent.

18 Now , okay, that is helpful. That is helpful. Now we know

19 that as they come in, they end up in the file, the computer

20 file. Ninety percent will remain with the same priority up
,

,

21 there as it started out with.

22 _THE_jITNESS: That is roughly -- I am giving you a'

23 rough estimate.

24 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: Okay. That is all right. A

25 significant number, more than half.

tOv
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~T 1 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
(O

,

J 2 CHAIRMAN S3ITHt- All right. Let's go back and

3 remind you of what you said. You said sometimes you would
,
,

4 disagree or your designee would disagree, and not consult or

5 not assign that priority. Sometimes you would change the
: .

6 priority, actually phisically change it, just strike it out

7 or make them change it or something. Now, that is the
.

,

8 figure that I am shooting for. What percent in the

9 completed file, in the computer file, if you want to call
,

| 10 it , do those priorities actually reflect your vies' of the

11 priority?

12 IHE WITNESS: Probably less than 90 percent, maybe
] .

13 80 percent.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right. So I think we have
,

15 come up with some bounds now. Clearly, of the 90 percent'

16 that go through unchanged in the priority block, means that
;

17 10 percent you disagreed with or somebody disagreed with

18 enough to change it. However, of the 90 pe rce nt that |

'

19 remained unchanged, there is a certain amo' Int that, although

.
20 somebody disagreed with, they didn't bother to change,

21 although in actual execution of it they may have changed in
'

~

22 practice but they didn't bother to change the number, and

23 that would be somewhere on the order of 10 percent.

24 IHE WITNESS: More or less, yes.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: More or less. All right. All

f'\
,

%.] '*
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,1 right. That satisfies an area I was inquiring into.

2 BY NR. THEODORE ADLER: (Easuming)

3 Q 3r. Shov11n, is your testimony also -- and I will

4 refer to the record, it is the old Page 157, which I guess

5 would be -- it would be 2648, I think --

.

6 A That's right, 2647.

7 0 -- and I will direct you to Line 12, where I ask
,

8 you the question, "Who determines whether it," neaning a

9 particular job ticket, "has an effect on nuclear safety or

10 not ?" Do you have a copy of your transcript in front of you?

11 A No, no, I don't.

12 Q And your response was, "The supervisor of

13 maintenance determines that with the concurrence of the unit

() 14 manager." I assume that is correct.

15 A That is correct.

16 Q So that you and the unit manager or with th e

17 concurrence of the unit manager, you were the final

.eterminers, if there is such a word as determiner, the
,

19 final determining individuals as to whether a particular

20 work request dealt with nuclear safety or not. Is that
, ,

21 correct?

22 A Ihat is correct.-

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you give me just a mcment, ,

24 please?

25 (Pause.) i

O
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Go ahead, Mr. Adler.
} ,

2 MR. THEODOBE ADLER: I think the answered the

3 question that the supervisor of maintenance and the unit'

4 manager determined what request involved nuclea r safety and

5 what didn't.
, .

6 CHAIBMAN SMITHS Yes.
,

7 BY HR. THEODORE ADLER: (Hesuming)
,

8 Q Then the approval procedure; going up the chain to

9 the concurrence with the unit manager that was required on

10 back down, that procedure that was followed prior to

11 November 30th, 1979, we will use that as th e benchma rk .

12 That is still the procedure today?

13 A That is correct.

|. (~) 14; Q Mr. Shovlin, it was also your testimony -- I want
(

15 to make sure again, and I am asking you these questions
,

16 -again so it is absolutely clear to the board, and it would

17 be 2666 -- 2656 -- I am sorry, 2681 -- I am'6n the wrong

18 page -- directing your attention to Line 6 of that page,

19 where I asked you, "In establishing your priorities, did you

20 ever have to consult with operations," do you see that
,

21 qauestion there?

22 A Yes, I see that question.*

23 Q And your response was, we have to consult in

24 operations in every job on pri -ity or whether in fact that

25 the job -- many times someone would subnit a job ticket.
.
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I
|
1

i

(} ,1 Well, let me ask you this. Did every job that was

2 originated and had to be done with your maintenance

3 operation before that job was done, that operations was
|

! 4 consulted? ,

! 5 A Okay. I am going to have to clarify that for
.

6 you. If the job involved a priority 1, the job was

7 discussed and brought up with operations at the plan of the
.,

!
8 day meetings thet I previously discussed, and at the 1600

,

|

| 9 meetings. These were the ones that operations were truly
!

10 tracking. These were the ones that were considered by

11 operation to be priority type work. These were the ones

12 that also in my testimony I referred to a supplemental work
i

| 13 list. That was part of the plan of the day. That was an
.

|() 14 extension of the plan of the day, a physical part of it.
,

15 These were the joos that was considered by management to be
.

16 priority work.

!
17 Q Priority 1 using the November 30 meaning, urgent?

18 A Urgant, yes.

19 Q So in order for work requests to get to the plan

.
20 of the day meeting and scheduling meeting, it went through

21 your operation, you made the decision whether this is really

22 a P riority 1 o r no t really a Priority 1, and if it were a*

23 real priority 1, it would remain unchanged on the work

24 request, and it would go to the plan of the day meeting at

25 which operations was involved, and it would be discussed and

O
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() 1 scheduled at that time. Is that correct?

2 A Not in its entirety.

'

3 Q Okay. Well, tell me how it is incorrect.

4 A There were priority votk that a job ticket was not

5 an issue at that particular time, but was brought up and
.

6 discussed ~at the plan of the day. This is the priority

7 which we would like to get on our schedule. This is the.

8 effect it would have on the plant and the operations and so

9 forth.

10 Q Right, but those ones would only get to the plan

11 of the day meeting if they remained unchanged by your

12 department?

13 A That is correct.

() 14, Q But anything that you crossed out a one or a two

15 or a three, they would never get to that meeting. Is that

16 correct?

17 A res, they would -- some of those do get to the

18 aeeting. Some of those are significant. Some of those long

19 range could have a significant impact on the operation.

20 Q Okay, but what about the ones that were basically
.

21 housekeeping,'that had just been assigned to a Priority 1

*
22 because someone thought you marked it off and changed it to

23 a 2 or a 3? Would those get to that meeting?

24 A Yes. Housekeeping is of such significant
,

25 importance that there is a half a day a week that that is

O
i
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() 1 all we do, we devote our time to. That is on the plan of,
,

2 the day, good housekeeping.

3 C But it would be clear at the meeting because that

4 change would be reflected on the work requests, what your

5 department and your people felt were the real Priorit'.' l's
.

6 andn what were --

7' A Ihat was considered a priority, good housuaeeping,.

8 in the eyes of management. That would be identified on the

9 plan of th) day with all of the other Priority l's and

10 Priority 2's that we considered important.

11 DH. J3RDAN: Does that mean that good housekeeping

12 does sometimes get a Priority 1 category?

13 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

() 14 4R. THEODORE ADLEas Excuse me. I missed the
,

15 question , Dr. Jordan.

16 DR. J3RDANs I asked if that means that sometimes

17 good housekeeping jobs do get s Priority 1, and the answer

18 was yes. But I guess that raises a question in my mind,

19 because I dcn 't remember that good housekee' ping occurred in
i

20 your definition of what Priority -- )-

:

21 THE WITNESS: No, it was prior to.
,

~

22 DR. JORDAN So that is one of the significant

~

23 changes of the way the system works now as compared to even

24 what was in your mind back before, and I believe that you
,i

25 ,did mention that before.

b)
\_/ *
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-

1 IHE WITNESS: Yes, sir. That would be now a,

2 Priority 2 or Priority 3, but it would be on the plan of the
,

3. day as a significant ites.4

4 DR. JORDAN 4 Yes, I understand.

5 BY HR. THEODORE ADLERt (Resuming)
.

6 Q Hr. Shovlin, I have one more question. Under your

7 recommended procedure, the November 30th procedure, assuming.

8 that is adopted, how does this procedure ensure, or how does

9 this procedure change the fact that there may be originators

| 10 in the field, you know, lower level men, making something a
i

11 -Priority 1 that may be something very minor, not consistent*

,

*

12 with your definition? How does your new system change at

13 all the procedures that you had been following before
<-

14 NoVeEber 30th?
,

! -

15 A That would be the responsibility of the supervisor
1

16 of maintenance or his designee to make that change, to |

17 functic n under those conditions.

18 0 Maybe I take it back a little bit. Under the
.

19 present system, anyone can designate what a Priority 1 is.

.
20 I mean, there is no way you can ensure against that. Isn't

i 21 that correct?
*

22 A That can give a recommended priority, yes.
i

23 Q Which is the same as it was before?

24 A No, before there was no -- now we have two blocks,
1

25 a recommended priority and a priority that is approved by a

|

: . |

|
,
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() 1 supervisor of maintenance. Okay? So there is a distinct

2 difference.

3 Q But Mr. Shovlin, all you did was add another line

4 because your prior practice had been, if it was an incorrect

5 priority you~ crossed it out and put it in --
.

6 A They could have, yes.

7 Q So al,1 you did is add another line where you put.

8 in the actual priority. Isn't that correct?

9 A That is another line and a man's signature that

10 this is what he feels that the priority is.

11 Q But you exercise --

12 A And he has exercised and made tha t change.

13 Q But you exercised that responsibility and your

() 14, designees exercised that responsibility even pri'or to

15 November 30th.

16 A The procedure, the procedure distinctly spells out

17 that particular function in khe procedure 1407-1. That

18 procedure spells that out in the ne.. job ticket, and the

19 procedure that governed the old work request did not spell

- 20 that out.
.

21 Q But you did that in practice anyway?

^

22 A Arbitrarily. That is correct.

23 DR. LITTLES Who has authority to make the

24 approval of the recommendations that you made nearly a year
,

25 ago?
.

O
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.

() 1 IHE WITNESS: I a m so rry ?,

2 DR. LITTLE: What action is being taken on the

3 recommendations you made of November 30, 1979, and who has

4 the final authority to accept or reject those

5 recommendations?
.

6 THE WITNESS: Those recommendations have been sent
,

' to PORC for their review and approval to that procedure, so. i

8 that is exactly where that is right now, presently, with the

9 PORC. They must approve it.

10 DR. LITTLE: How long do you expect it will be

11 before some action is taken on those priorities? Do you

12 have any way to know?

13 IHE WITNESS: Well, they have a priority system

(~)q 14 too in PORC, and the priority system right now, the restart
,

.
15 modifications on Unit 1, so I am sure -- I am going to be

16 very hopeful that the final approval, although I did get

17 encouragement from management that this in fact would get

18 through, I would expect that hopefully before we start up.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Take the transcript with you to

20 the next PORC meeting..

21 ( Pause. )
'

22 CHAIRMAN SMITHS While they are conferring, Mr.

23 Blake, while they are conferring, the board is going to |
|

24 request a blank form, two blank forms representing the work j
l25 request approval which was used before November 30, 1979, <

( -)s
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() 1 and a blank copy of the current one, and we will designate-

2 them as board exhibits.

3 3R. BLAKEs. Let me suggest that you amend your

4 request to ask for those forms which were used which

5 encompassed the period for the proposed exhibits. There may
.

6 be more than two forms. I will give you blank forms which

7 we are likely to be talkingn about.. .

.8 CHAIRMAN SMITH That will cover the entire period?

9 MR. BLAKEs Yes.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes.

11 3R. BLAKEs There are at least three.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: In fact, if you can make them

13 licensee's exhibits -- that is all right. Just get them.

() 14,BY MR. THEODORE ADLERs (Resuming)

15 Q Mr. Shovlin, just one final question. Those items

16 that remained Priority i rader the old system, and which

17 therefore were urgent, what was the outside time clock, and

18 correct me if I am using the wrong definition, but your time

19 clock , wha t was your outside time f rame for completing those

20 items? Did you have one?
.

21 A Well, let me say, there was a time clock dictated

"

22 to us on those that indicated a Priority 1, for those that

23 ref erenced tech spec type considerations. There certainly

24 was no tima clock. Although, you know, we wanted the grass

25 cut and we wanted the grats cut now, we didn't want it, yes,
* 1

1

'h
J
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() 1 to that extent, but if they did not cut the grass and

2 complete it as I requested, there was no significant impact,

3 but if I did not complete the job that was a Priority 1 that

4 had a tech spec complication, it could shut the plant down.

5 DR. JGRDAN I presume the scheduling committee
.

8 would put a time estimate on each job, and they would do

7 that on the basis of the urgency..
2

8 IHE WITNESS: That is correct. Presently it is

9 done on our weekly schedule, which is discussed at the plan

10 of the day and the 1600 meetings daily.

11 BY MR. THEODORE ADLEHs (Resuming) ,

12 C 3kay, Mr. Shovlin. So you cannot testify as to

13 how long a Priority 1 that did not involve technical

(; 14, specifications, how long that would take to be completed?

15 Is that correct?

16 A To really give you a concrete -- saying that all

17 of them were completed in one week, no, I could not. I

18 could not give you that.

19 Q Would they all have been completed within a month,

20 do you think?-

21 A No, some are much longer than a month. It could
.

22 be -- if you recall in my testimony that I gave on

23 Wednesda y, on post-maintenance testing, the job is not

24 completed until the post-maintenance testing has been

25 performed. That could take months, because you have to have
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|

.

!() 1 plant conditions in order to do the testings. During an-

2 outage, it would be months before the plant would be in a
|

3 condition that you would be able to perform the

4 post-maintenance testing. So, it varies.

! 5 Q One other question. There is a portion on that
.

! 8 work request which talks about man-hours to complete the

7 work. Do you recall that portion of the work request?.

t 8 A Yes, sir.

|

| 9 Q 'Jho sets the estimated man hours to do a

10 particular job?

11 A Ihe foreman that has been assigned the job or the!

12 lead foreman in the particular discipline.

13 Q So the foreman would do that then, after it came,

() 14, back down ad all the approvals had been --

!
15 A .Vo, no, no. There is a discussion back right

16 now. As I mentioned, we have a planning effort in place.
,

|

| 17 There is a discussion daily with each discipline on all
i -

18 j ob s. I have a maintenance meeting at 8:00 o' clock in the

19 20rning that talks and discusses the jobs f or that day, and
,

|

[. 20 also the jobs that we are going to discuss at the 9 00 ,

'
i

21 o' clock plan of the day. And we would discuss those new
l

I' 22 jobs, just as you mentioned, and we would get our estimates

23 from the lead foreman or the supervisor.

24 0 3kay. so at that plan of the day meeting, all the

25 foremen were there?

t
V
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(} 1 A At my meeting as the maintenance department-

2 supervisor, yes, all the lead foremen are there.

3 Q All the laad foremen are there.

4 A Okay.

S Q And you would discuss all of the jobs that were to
.

6 be done that day or that week?

7 A That weekly schedule is discussed item for item..

8 MR. THEODORE ADLF.Rs Okay. We have no further

9 questions.

10 OHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Slake?

11 - MR. BLAKEr May I have a couple of moments, please?

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHt Sure.
.

13 (Pause.)

() 14, MR. SWANSON M r. Chairman , excuse me. If I could

15 ask a totally antelated question, but I think you will

16 understand why I want to interrupt at this time, I was going

17 to note that Mr. McConnell and the NBC staff dealing with

18 emergency planning will be available October 30th, for that

19 entire day, and the question is, if the board and the

20 parties agree, the staff will go ahead and start calling.

21 interested parties to notify them of that.

'

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: October 30 beino --

23 MR. SWANSON: I believe that is a Thursda y.

24 IHAIRMAN SMITHS Two weeks from yesterday.

25 MR. SWANSON: Yes.

ex

\m .
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'

,1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS That is a good day. Also, it

2 seems to se long enough in advance that the direct

3 notification we give ought to be adequate. If the staff had
'

i

4 their wishas as a matter of courtesy that the parties ought i

1

'
5 to know about it, that is fine, but we can get into the mail

! .

6 today by first class mail a letter to all of the parties
i

7 advising them of that time.
, ,

|

t 8 33. SWANSON: The staff would, of course, suggest i

i

! 9 that there would be written notification, but t%e only
,

10 reason I brought it up now was that if you want, we could

11 begin calling people as well.

Il CHAIRMAN SMITH: Does byeryone present agree to

13 that date? It seems to be good for the board. And Ms.

(} 14 Carter? Okay? Mr. Sholly?

15 MR. SHOLLY: What was the date again? I missed it.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: October 30 at 9s00 a.m. will be

17 the session to take up pending emergency planning matters.

18 Are you ready, Mr. Blake?

19 MR. BLAKEs Yes, sir.

20 CROSS EX AMIN ATION
'

,

21 BY MR. BLAKE:

22 Q Mr. Shovlin, we have discussed -- the board has*
__

23 asked you questions related to what they referred to as IMIA

24 Exhibit 8, and asked you questions about the priority as

25 indicated on a work request of that type. Do you have a

O
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1 copy of TMIA Exhibit'8 in front of you?(} -

2 Is that work request form the form that is in use

3 today?

4 A That is negatuve. No .
|

5- Q Dn IMIA Exhibit 8, that particular type of form
.

8 rather than the information on that particular document, but

7 just looking at the form of the document, was that form.

8 replaced by what you now refer to as a job ticket, a

9 computerized type work request? If so, what was the date
,

10 that that form changed?

11 A I believe the form changed Novembe. of 1978. I am

Il not certain, but I think it vss.

13 Q And was the form which has been identified as TMIA

() 14 Exhibit 8, that form was replaced by what you now call a job
,

4

15 ticket, the computerized version of the form?

18 A That is correct.

17 Q On the computerized version of the form, in the

18 upper righthand corner, does there appear a box denoted

19 recommended priority?

20 A On the computer? |.

21 Q On the computerized f orm , the one currently being

'

22 used.

23 A Yes, that is correct. |

24 0 Is that priority established in that box on the

25 computerized form initially inserted by the originator of
,

-%

, s
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4

() 1 the work request?

2 A Ihat is correct.

3 Q And does his immediate supervisor in concurring on

4 the partial completion of that form concur in that priority

5 when he signs the form?
.

6 A When he signs it? That is correct.

7 Q If that immediate supsevisor did not agree, would'
-

8 that priority -- could it be changed?

9 A Yes, it could.

4 to Q And vould that ch ange actually be reflected on the
,

+1 form itself ? Could it be actually reflected?

11 A He couli change the priority on that form, on that

i 13 job ticket.

14, Q Now, is there elsewhere on the computerized form,>

15 further down in the form, another opportunity for

16 determination as to priority?

'

17 A Yes, there is.

18 Q Who is it that denotes the prioritf further down

19 on the form? Who makes that determination?

20 A It is the supervisor of maintenance or his*

21 designee.
,

.

22 0 And could the priority established by the

23 supervisor of maintenance be different from that recommended

24 priority inserted by the originator?

25 A Yes, it could be different if he recommends.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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() 1 Q And if it were different, would it necessarily

2 sean that the recommended priority which appears in the

3 upper righthand corner would physically be changed?

4 A No. That would not be changed. That would remain

5 the same.
- .

6 Q Let me now go to the form in front of you, which

7 is THI) Exhibit 8, which I understand you to say was being-

8 used prior to -- I think you testified November of 1978 or

9 -- prior to November of 1978. In the upper righthand corner

10 of that form, does there appear again a slot for recommended

11 priority?

12 A Ihat is negative.

13 Q Is there an opportunity for priority?

/~T
(_j 14, A It just spells out priority.

15 Q And who is that fills in that blank? L'ho would
.

16 have when the form was in use?

17 A Ihe initiator.

18 Q And would that have been concurred in by his

19 immediate supervisor as is currently the practice?

20 A' That is correct.-

21 Q And if the immediate supervisor did not

.

22 necessarily or did not agree, would it necessarily have been

23 chanced at that point?

24 A He couli have changad it, yes

25 0 And when the form came to your office, did the

'

i

|
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- ,1 supervisor of maintenance or you or anyone in maintenance

2 management have another slot on the form, as is true in the

3 current corpu* iced forms to note a true priority?

4 A No, tha e is not.

5 0 you disagreed with the priority which had been~'

'

8 requested by the initiator in all instances did you change

7 the priority denoted at the top?
,

8 A In all instances?

9 Q Correct.

10 A No.

11 C Did you in the vast majority of instances?

12 A If we disagreed, I would think yes.

13 Q And in agreeing or in disagreeing , and in denoting

(} 14 in the vast majority of the cases that agreement or

15 disagreement by a physical change in the form, were you

18 applying tn e tast prescribed in the procedures in effect at

17 that time, namely, urgent?

18 A Ihe procedure, the previous procedure that

19 governed this document I an quite certain did not spell out

20 tha t type -- that evolution , that I could go and physically
,

21 change that block up there. I don't think that was spelled

22 out .*

23 Q But you may have changed it and indicated that you
!

24 did in the vast majority of instances? |
!''

25 A We have changed. Yes, sir. )

(%
,

l
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l

() '1 Q And the definition which you would have used in

2 assigning what you regarded where you changed it or where

3 you agreed with the number, the definition, the test which
,

4 you were using was the test in effect in the procedures at

5 that time?
.

8 A Ihe definitions of Priority 1, 2, or 37

7 Q Right.,-

8 A res, those definitions were used.

9 Q And that definition was urgent?

!

10 A For Priority 1 it was urgent, yes.

|
-

11 (Pause.)

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Blake, the board will have to

f 13 adj ourn by noon.

}() 14, MR. 31AKE: I think I will be done by then.

15 BT MB. BLAKE: (Resuming)

16 Q Mr. Shov11n, you have referred to the term "real

17 Priority l's." Can you tell by looking at work requests now

18 in your file, closed out work requests or open work requests

19 from the period when the foro of the type of the exhibit in
,

20 front of you was used, can you tell by looking at those work.

21 requests and in particular looking at the priority on them

*
22 whether or not that was a real Priority 1 or not?

23 A Yes. By looking at the description of the

24 aulfunction as described on Iten 3 of the work request.

25 0 Can you tell it by looking at the priority number

/^T
-
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1 which is denoted on the work request alone, and only the
,

1 2 number? Can I look at just the priority slot which filled

3 in 1 or 2 on the l's and determine whether or not they were
,

4 what you referred to as a real Priority 17

5' A No, you cannot. You can look at what was

.

6 described as the malfunction.

7 0 But I would feel comfortable in determining that
,

8 if it says Priority 1 up there, it was something that you

9 regarded as urgent at that point in time.
'i

10 A Just looking at the priority without looking at

11 any other?

12 Q Just looking at the priority.

13 A Yes.

("T 14 CHAIRMAN SMITHz What was that question and answer?
(_) .

15 33. BLATE: What was the question? I asked

16 whether or not just by looking at the priority you could

17 determine whethat or not they regarded it as urgent at the

18 time, and his answer was yes.

19 B Y MR . B LAKE s (Resuming)

20 0 Di' urgent -- was urgent limited tc concerns which
.

21 were nuclear safety related?

22 A No.*

__

23 Q Did real priorities, your real Priority l's, were

24 those limited to nuclear safety concerns, or could you have
-\

25 had -- Can you give me other examples of real Priority l's

lOG
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T'T 1 whlch may have led to plant shutdown or otherwise, which you
%J '

2 1:egarded as real, or were those only nuclea r saf ety

3 related? Could you have had real Priority l's other than

4 nuclear safety related?

5 A There could, yes, to that question.

8 (Pausa.)

7 Q On the form which is in front of you, THIA Exhibit-

8 8, does thart appear a question regarding whether or not

9 this item or activity is nuclear safety related?

10 A Ihere is a question.

11 Q And does a similar question appea r on t.he current '

12 form which is in use, the computerized?

'13 A Yes, it does. I would like to amplify that. That

() 14 question is a part of the computerized document, but it is

15 not a computer form that asks that particular question.

te Q I understand. It is a form which is used in

17 conjunction with a computerized form?

18 A Ihat is correct.

19 Q Does a determination on those forms as to whether

20 or not it is nuclear safety related mean that the job must.

21 be done in a hurry to protect nuclear safety or may it just

~

22 sean that an approved procedure must be used?

23 53. THEODORE ADLER: I d.'.dn't hear that question.

24 I am having a little trouble hearing ?. r . 91ake. Could you

25 repeat the question?

.

!
i

|
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. |
1

1 MR. BLAKEa I am right up against it, Mr.
/"')\~ '

2 Chairman, but I can repeat the question. It may be

3 paraphrased, but it is the same question.

4 BY MR. BLAKE: (Resuming)

5 Q Does the determination of nuclear safety,
.

6 answering that quastion, nuclear safety relate _d in the work

7 request mean that an improved procedure cust be used or that
,

8 the job must be done in a hurry te protect nuclear safety?

9- A As spelled out on the work requests, it only asks,

10 does the work have an effect on nuclear saf ety and must the

11 work be performed using a FCRC reviewed procedure? It does

12 go into any time frame. It does not spell out a time frame.

13 Q If you answer yes to that question, must you

() 14 determine that the job has to be done in a hurry to protect

15 nuclear saf ety, or could there be other reasons why you

18 would answer yes?

17 A If you answered yes, that it had an effect on
i

18 nuclear saf ety, it would indicate it would be an--

19 indication that, yes, that an immediate attention should be

20 looked at to perform the work function, and whether the
.

21 procedure, a PCRC review procedure be used with the

22 concurrence of unit manager's approval.*

23 Q Responding to that question, does it speak to when

24 the activity is accomplished, that there be something
i

25 nuclear saf ety related done with it, or does it urge you to

O
|
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() 1 do it immediately? Does it only go to when the activity is
,

2 done, the nuclear safeti re'_a te d ?

!
3 A Ihat situation --

l 4 MR. THE0DCHE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, I object.

5 Could you break it up? There a re two questions in there.
,

6 MR. BLAKE I can break it up.

- 7 BY ER. BLAKEs (Resuming)

8 0 If you answered yes to the question on the form it

9 relates to, is it nuclear related, does that mean that the

10 activity. when it is accomplished,.may involve nuclear

11 safety? I just asked you what it means when you answer that

12 question. '4 hat does it mean to answer yes to that question,

13 Mr. Shovlin?

( 14, A It means, yes, that it does have an effect on

15 nuclear safety..

16 C The activity that is accomplished on the work

| 17 request when done could hava --

18 A Could have an effect on nuclear safety by saying

19 yes to that question.

20 Q Is that all that it neans?-

i 21 A Yes.
.

22 Q Mr. Shovlin, if I look at th e records in your

23 office now, the forms of the type in front of you, the

24 computerized forms, and I look at the boxes on those forms

25 where it says priority, can I fetermine from those boxes, in
.
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() ,1 looking at those boxes alone, whether or not the activity'

2 accomplished under that work request or the component or the

3 system worked on was nuclear safety related or had safety

4 importance from a nuclear standpoint?

5 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, we will object
-

6 to that. I think the answer has been asked at least twice

- 7 and answered both times.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think it has been answered

9 twice, more than twice by three different interrogators. I

'

10 think we have covered it very well, but go ahead and answet.

11 IHE WITNESS: By just looking at the priority, no,

12 you would not have a good feel of whether it was nuclear

13 saf ety related or not.

() 14 MR. BLAKE4 I have no questions, no other
,

15 questions.

16 53. THEODORE ADLER: Did you say you withdrew the
,

|
'

17 question?

18 MR. BLAKEs I said I have no other questions.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We didn't sustain the objection.

20 We just pointed c't that there was truth in the objection..

21 3r. Swanson?

*

22 MR. SWANSON4 No questions.

23 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Can I just ask one question

.
24 about this work request that we are going through? |

|

| 25 REDIRECT EXAZI.1ATICN l

!

($)
|
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,

() ,1 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER4

2 Q Yr. Shovlin, Question 9, which is the question we

3 have been talking about, which says, "Does the work have an

4 effect on nuclear safety" -- Do you read that there?

5 A Yes.
.

6 Q Does that mean the work to be done on the

7 component or the salfunction itself has no effect on nuclear-

8 safety, or both?

9 A As described in the malfunction, okay -- I could

to clarify that. If you looked at the malfunction and it says

11 to you, does the work have'an effect on nuclear safety down

12 here, and you said, yee, it does, you would have to look

13 basically at what was wrong, what work you had to be

() 14 performed -- because work you do on a nuclear safety piece
,

15 of equipmen t that is -- there is no relevancy, is there

16 nuclear saf ety involved, okay, even though it is classified

17 as part ef the engineering safeguards system. You could

18 Pave a malfunction on a piece of engineerin safeguard system

19 that has no relevancy at all to nuclear safety.

20 DR. LIIILE: Let me understand here, this Question
-.

21 Number 8 -- excuse me, Number 9, really refers to whether or

.

22 not the worker who goes to correct that malfunction has to

23 be protected in some way while he is doing it, and not to

24 the operation of the plant in terms -- in~the broad sense.

25 IHE WITNESSs No, ma'am. What I said -- What I

O
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(} 1 said -- it all depended, it was all dependent on what type

2 of work that you were coing to do to that piece of nuclear

3 safety equipment, and I could give you two examples just to

4 sake it so you could understand it.

5 If I was going to work on an air receiver for
.

6 emergency liesel, and there was a relief valve malfunction,

7 that can be considered nuclear safety. It is a nuclear-

8 safety -- that is a problem. If I was going to paint the

9 tank that is part of the engineering safety, that would have

10 no significance on nuclear safety. That is the connotation

11 I am -- that is what I as trying --

12 BY MR. THE0DORE ADLERs (Resuming)

13 0 Eo, Mr. Shovlin, that question then reflects the

() 14 actual wors to be done and not the component itself?

*
,

15 A That is correct.

16 0 so you could have safety related components --

17 A And the work being performed has no effect on

18 nuclear saf ety. Ihat is correct.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How about the converse of that,

20 however. How about the failure to do the work? Did I.

21 anticipate you?
,

.

22. MR. THE0DORE ADLER: That was my naxt quest'on.

23 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

24 0 Did you hear the Chair's question?

25 A Is that your question? Failure to do the work,
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) 1 you would have to look at just what the description of the,

~/

2 work is, and I think you will probably go on in depth
.

3 discussing job ti=kets in the future.

4 C$ AIRMAN SMITH: Would you answer that Question 9

5 yes if the work is necessary for nuclear safety?
.

6 THE WITNESS < Ies, that's correct.
;

7 DR. LITTLES Safety to whom, on-site personnel who-

8 ara carrying out the repair, or safety to the public health

9 at large when we are talking about nuclear safety? That is

10 what I am trying to define. When somebody checks that, what

11 does it mean? Are we talking about Part 20?

12 IHE WITNESS: On Part 9, ma 'am?'

,
13, DR. LITTLE: Yes, the connotation that is taken

r
(,)h 14, into consideration . Does the work that has to be performed,

'

15 does it have an effect on the health and safety of the

16 public?

17 DR. LITTLE: Of the public, or just a person?

18 THE WITNESS: Or personnel. The site personnel

19 tha t are performing the job, and also it could have an

*. 20 effect on off-site personnel.

21 DR. LITTLE: So it is really a broad question.
.

22 IHE WITNESS. That is correct. That wou_ld be

23 taken into consideration when you are answering tha t.

24 BY MR. THEODORE ADLE3: (Resuming)

25 Q One o ther question , Mr. Shovlin. Your system on

%
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() ,1 real and unreal priorities, who besides yourself knew that4

2 rou were making this distinction? Did you communicate that

; 3 to --

4 A The supervisor of maintenance or his designees,'

.

5 the people who rsview, have that.
.

6 0 Is operations aware of that also, of your making

7 this distinction?-

1

8 A The real priorities operations establishes. You

1

9 have to resember, over 90 percent of the job tickets

10 received are initia ted by opera tions, okay ? So, they are oni

11 top of those jobs that they are concernad about, that affect
:

] 12 plant operation.

j 13 MR. THE3DORE ADLER: Okay. We have no further

() 14 questions.
,

i 15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further? If it is going
1 *

! 16 to be very much, we will have to come back.

i
17 (Pause.)j

| 18 TR. BLAME: 'Mr. Chairman?

19 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: Mr. Blake?

'

20 RECROSS EX AMIN ATION.

21 BY MR. BLAKE:
,,.

! 22 Q Mr. Shov11n, is it possible to ha ve a priority

23 work request whirh involves nuclear safety related or a

'

24 Priority 37

25 A I would say no to that question.

; O
.
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|

I

1- Q You would say that all work requests --| {} ,

2 A Ihat affected nuclear safety would have a Priority

3 1 established, yes.

4 0 Thank you.

"

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Anything further?
,

6 (No response.)

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay, we will adjourn and
.

8 reconvene Tuesday --

| 9 MR. T3URTELLCTTEs Mr. Chairman, one other point.

| 10 I don't think we ever decided what we are going to do on
|
' 11 November the 4th, or if we did, I think it escaped most of

12 us. Will the proceedings start that afternoon on that day?
!

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We crn meet at noen. The board

| () 14 can meet at, say, 1400 p.m. on November 4th, and still have

15 satisfied our responsibilities as voters. It may be that we
.

16 will have to go a short period of time on a quorum rule

17 without Dr. Little, but it will be very short. Probably not

| 18 a t all .

19 Is that satisfactory?
,

!

20 MR. BLAKEs Starting on Election Day at 1400
,

21 o' clock or so? Is that your proposal?

! * 22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

! 23 3R. BLAKEs All right. Ihat will be satisfactory.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 It is too la te f or me to get an

25 absentee ballot, and I assume it is for others, too, that
I

r

'

,

!
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1

- ,1 are involved.

1 3R. TOURIELLOTTE: Thank you very much, Mr.
1

1
4

1 3 Chairman .
1

l 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, if there. is nothing
i

i 5 further Next week, we are going to meet, then, on Tuesday

6 at 9:00 a.a., this coming week.

7 (Whereupon, at l'2:12 p.m, the board was recessed,
.

i 8 to reconvene the following Tuesday, October 21, 1980, at
.

9 9:00 a.a.)
.

10.

11
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